
ENGLISH - KZINTI DICTIONARY V. 1.0
 
Note: Words marked by an asterisk (*) have been introduced into Kzinti via the influence of other languages. In some cases, the word itself is derived from an alien word, while in other cases a Kzinti word has changed 
its form or part of speech to accomodate an alien grammar. These words are used on the border and on some colony worlds, but very rarely on the Homeworld, where such speech is considered a sign of inferiority.

 

A

a (art) - vuul
a few 
a little
a lot 
abandon, lose, misplace (v) - hrinu
abandon the idea of, give up (v) -   
abdomen, stomach (body part) (n) - tsdazhrvazra
ability, capacity (to do something) (n) - rumavirf'
able, can (is/are able to...) (adj, aux v pres) - divc
about (pertaining to; on the topic of) (pr) - kzsazhv
above, area above, over (pr n) - hvihugh
abrade, rub (v) - ch'osu
abrupt, sudden, swift (adj) - ch'ukj
absent (adj) - vabirughyk
absolutely 
absorb (v) - hroowlafnn
abundance, great supply (n) - hrahnoow, ee'aazh'z'
abundant (adj) - zrrurg
abundantly (adv) - vo'zh
abuse (n) - mraghot
abuse, hurt, injure (v) - mroog
abuse, damage, harm, hurt, injure (v) - dazfwl
abuse, misuse, ill-treat (v) - mroozh
abused, injured, hurt (adj) - mroogz
academy, military training center (n) - kzarrghoowsh
accelerate (v) - tsarrko
accentuate, emphasize, stress (v) - tsughko
accept, willingly receive (v) - jebm
acceptance (n) - jeb
access (n) - jumrraw
accident (unintentional and unexpected event) (n) - tzotp
accidentally, by accident (adv) - tzorrotpush
accommodate (v) - hefv
accompany (v) - aadus'
accomplish (v) - wrenje
accomplish, perfom, do, carry out (v) - paeezr
accomplished, skilled (adj) - khori
accomplished, finished (adj) - cubaaith
accomplishment (n) - prr'rg
accord (n) - 'eevr'g
according 
account (record of money paid/owed) (n) - yopughriknn
accumulate (v) - yizha
accumulator 
accusation (n) - 'njof
accuse (v) - aavuduksoz
accustomed to 
ache (n) - aan
ache (v) - iz'up'z'
achieve (v) - zruhref
achieve, arrive, attain (v) - otheengez'
achievement (n) - pr'deewr'z'
acid (n) - raukof
acidic (adj) - raukofb
acquire, gain, get, obtain (vt) - kzoowboow
across (at/to the other side of) (prep) - dopt'ss
act, behave (v) - rranusrenj
act, deed (n) - tsockt
act, feign, pretend (v) - hepazmonwl*
act, take action, do (v) - re
activity, ado, bustle (n) - kzip
actual, real (adj) - ts'egl
actually (adv) - f'argayang
acute, keen, pointy, sharp (adj) - prlokchlizhk't
add (arithmetic) (v) - fazwelughlwl
add, append, give, join so as to cause increase (v) - fazwelughlwl, z'oeng
address, lecture (n, v) - vr'kzaavez
address (location) (n) - fusepughfm
adhere (hold tightly to/stick to something) (v) - kchomuyk
adjacent or neighboring area, area beside (n) - oje
adjust (v) - egaweez'u
ado, activity, bustle (n) - kzip
administer (v) - eweehreez'
administration (n) - p'im
administrator (n) - aatsesroz's'
admiral (squadron and fleet commander's rank in Kzinti fleet)
       (SFB CL#12) (n) - aarazhatk'
admire (v) - kzogh
admit, confess (v) - ksuf
ado, activity, bustle (n) - kzip
adroit, ready, skillful (adj) - aavr
adult, mature (adj) - hrivoow
advance (v) - maa
advanced, highly developed (adj) - vroz'
advancement, progress (n) - hrizhwasg
adversary, sworn enemy (n) - eed'
adversary, opponent (n) - zraakh
adversary or companion (the other fellow) (n) - okzagraazu
advert, advertisement (n) - prjozt
advice (n) - lazsee
advise (v) - srava
advise/answer a query, "advise me" (v) - prr'gronj
advisor (n) - owrez'ez'
advocate, one who speaks for another in court (n) - rgajay
aeroplane, aircraft, airplane (n) -  jozapogw
affable, kind, nice (adj) - jenetazmp*
affirm (to be true), assert (v) - eeyutseerg
aft (n) - f'eevras'
after, afterwards (later than; in the future of)
        (prep / adv) - raarigy, wreig
after, in imitation of (adv) - hwunj, nja, rraawring
afternoon (noon to dusk) (n) - hvlazch'pira
afterwards 
again, once more, re- (adv) - yeezd
age (degree of oldness/youngness) (n) - rivkt
aged, old (of much age; having existed for a long time) (adj) - kshikacwl
agency, bureau (n) - tofkt
agent, instrument, cause (n) - ivuwr
agent, representative, intermediary (n) - shrru''rg
aggregate, sum, total (n) - kazu
aggressive (adj) - aaretkekse
agitate, stir (v) - t'kmoowchjohr
ago, hence (adj) - f'eenj
agonizer, Klingon agonizer (n) - eeksoj
agony (n) - 'caa
agree, assent (v) - botnn, f'ingaaz'
agree, match (v) - us'e
agreeable, amicable, friendly (adj) - zhuvreokz, wtumizh
agriculture (n) - aath
ahead, forward (adv) - ztelb
ahead of (spatially), before, in front of (pr) - kzoowyo
aid, help (n) - vreks
aid, help, assist (v) - hroku
aide (n) - zrruz'
aide-de-camp (n) - cthebuz'ung
aim, point directly (v) - ksizhyee
air, breeze, wind (n) - hroowcaz
air base 
air force 
aircraft, aeroplane, airplane (n) -  jozapogw
aircraft carrier 
airfield 
airlock (n) - grrruj'z'
airplane, aeroplane, aircraft (n) - jozapogw
alarm (n) - zheksu
alcohol (n) - rawuh'veera
ale, beer (n) - ts'azhs
alert (adj) - hrjaprbahr
alert, keen (n) - vreezheer
alert, warn (v) - 'tsowriz'
alerted, prepared (adj) - hrjaprbahr
alert, prepare oneself, be vigilant (v) - tokaaivr
alien (adj) - avratseeyeez
alien (n) - y'tiuj
alien or stranger (n) - shrratherg
alive (adj) - chud
alkaline (adj) - ts'ak
all, exclusively, solely (adj) - eegonj'yi
all (pron) - ozrav
all gone (adj) - w'
all (whole number of or entire sum of) (adj) - keho
all's well (sup-inf phrase) - iksoj
Fig. "All's-well?", lit. "Advise me [whether] all is well"
       (formal, inf.-sup. phrase) - baa
all, entirety, whole (n) - vrus'onjeng
all, everything (pron) - ksaaz'akz
Allen's Planet (planet in Kzinti-Federation Neutral Zone)
        (SFB) (proper name) - 
alliance (n) - aath'
allocation, allotment, portion (n) - k'tez
allow, let, have, permit (v) - zughtl, grrizhohirg, prr'ts
ally (n) - eehriwenj
almost, nearly (adv) - kzahi
alone (adj) - uzro
alphabet, the Kzinti writing system (n) - ksab
already (prior to the time mentioned) (adv) - wtogr
also, additionally, too (conj) - siwj
altar (n) - ksatseksi
alter (v) - sreezraaav
alternate, substitute, proxy (n) - 'd
alternate, take turns (v) - ts'izhcoowjt
altitude (n) - muhrouk
always (adv) - saka
ambassador, Kzin (literally "speaker-to-animals") (R) (n) - tuyc-ta'sskin
           foreign ambassador or diplomat (literally "animal-who-speaks") 
           (n) - hrzorasaks
ambiguous 
ambition, hubris, extreme pride (n) - cthiz'
amicable, friendly, agreeable (adj) - wtumizh
among, amidst, between, inter- (pr) - kchop
amount, magnitude, number, quantity (n) - wtidoow
ammunition (n) - grruzing
ample 
amuse
amuse oneself 
amusing
an (adj) - srrrrung
analysis (n) - poan
analyze (v) - hrraajil'ng
ancestor (n) - aaz'ikhada
ancestry, blood (fig.), temperament (n) - shrrenj
anchor 
ancient (adj) - kzuzr
and, plus (conj) - yahughnost'ss
Andorian (proper n) - Andorg*, (plural) Andorgti*
angel (n) - kchceepr*
anger (n) - zho
angle (geometric) (relation of two lines radiating from a point)
      (n) - kzejoow
angry, mad (adj) - zizhpogudl
angst, pain (n) - uzhakh
animal, non-Kzin, alien (n) - ta'sskin
 ant (n) - ksughkizh*
 bee (n) - ciri*
 bear (n) - prbehv*
 butterfly (n) - chisee*
 cattle, cow, bull, bovine (n) - kchope*
 chicken (n) - kshdughprnoowra*
 cockroach (n) - yabg*
 deer (n) - hazbt*
 dog (n) - ksapawb*
 donkey, ass (n) - dijazneyw*
 dragon (winged serpent with crested head and large 
      claws) (n) - tzelt*
 fox (n) - leeci*
 frog (n) - cuci*
 goat (n) - fughyu*
 grasshopper (n) - ts'ot*
 horse (n) - sibd*
 lion (n) - h'olizh*
 lobster (n) - ch'ibm*
 mantis (n) - k'toowz*
 mosquito (n) - tonu*
 mouse (n) - ts'ubp*
 pig, swine (n) - tame*
 rabbit (n) - kzrizhra*
 sheep (n) - nufu*
 spider, arachnid (n) - k'tozeekt'ss*
 squirrel (n) - wtajemh*
 tiger (n) - micf*
 turkey (n) - ztecm*
 turtle (n) - t'kulm*
 whale (n) - h'roch'mowt*
 wolf (n) - tzmokshloks*
  
animal, Kzin (n) - prkuch
bird(s) (in general) (n) - wtdich
   flightless chicken-sized bird with extremely sharp         
   talons and very aggressive (n) - ravazkshwoks
   hummingbird-sized blooddrinking bird (n) - kchuwk
fish (n) - wtazzorf
insect (n) - prazderh
     fly (any small winged insect) (n) - cuyn
mammal (n) - ts'ofikl
    
    carnivore on Kzin Homeworld (MKW3 #263) (n) - sherrek
    cat (n) - k'teek
    herbivorous animal that is a favorite Kzinti food
        (n) - zianyas
    herd beast used by Kzinti for freight hauling and food 
        (MKW2 #212)(n) - ztirgor
    hyena-like animal (n) - ts'owoowvy
    large herbivore covered with shaggy hair with a spiked 
         ball on the end of its tail (MKW3 #103) (n) - raaairtwo
    monkey, small primate; derogatory term for Humans (MKW3 #73)
         (n) - kz'eerkt  (plural  kz'eerekti)
    offal-eating herbivore (MKW1 #227) (Old Kzinti - kshauvat) (n) - kshat
    rabbit-like animal without exterior ears. very tasty, but        
          not considered good sport to Kzin (MKW1 #217) (n) - vatach
     small, tasty animal inhabiting Kzin afterlife (SFB CL#15) - kizra
     strong, fast animal that fights ferociously when cornered 
         (MKW3 #101) (n) - terrenki
      "Unfit for consumption by Kzinti" animal (MKW1 #10)
          (n, expl) - sthondat
      wolverine-like animal (n) - tsduch'gizhksh
pet (n) - huhu*
reptile (n) - prorughbg
   lizard (n) - kzoowb
        small fighting lizard native to Homeworld (SFB) - j'llk
   snake, serpent (n) - wtoownoowvj
         snake native to Homeworld (SFB) - p'sora
  worm (n) - jazji

annihilate, destroy (v) - ihranune
annotation, note (n) - tzkokz*
announce, reveal (v) - waa
announce, proclaim (v) - pivi
announce the presence/ arrival (sup.-inf.) (v) - kzetking
announcement (n) - zrohres'i
annoy (v) - saaw
annoy, hassle, bother (v) - hrraasr
annoyance, hassle, problem (n) - inji
another, other (pron, adj) - ts'azzizh
answer, reply to question (n) - tsvets
answer (v) - eenju
anticipate, expect (v) - nufy
antidote against artificial poisons (n) - hwaafaa'eez'
antidote against natural poisons, antivenin (n) - po
anti-matter (n) - grrraaj
anxiety, worry (n) - ts'oowv
anus (body part)(n) - prkughts
any (of a group), any one, whichever (pron) - pigoyorc
anyway, any way (corr) - sado
any, some (adj) - pigoyorc
anybody, somebody (pron) - ayo'iz'
anyone (corr) - hwureekzing
for any reason (corr) - rgu
anything (corr) - khekhoug
anything (n) - lergaez
anytime (corr) - ovr
anywhere (corr) - z'a
apart, separately (adv) - kzejk
apart from, besides, except for, excluding, other than
          (pr) - ksenu
apartment (n) - waaeez
apartment building (n) - waaeezthu
apathy, neglect, negligence (n) - heesipughmn
apology (n) - m'oz
appear, build up, take form (v) - ng'z'zho, 'gr
appear, arrive (at indicated place), come, get somewhere, show up
       (v) - yebp, zrroz'is'
appear to be, seem, give impression of, look (v) - ch'owb*
append, add, give, join so as to cause increase
           (v) - fazwelughlwl
apple (tree/fruit)(n) - toowfn*
apprehensive, nervous, worried (adj) - ctheehrigr'z
approach, propose, request (v) - afu
approach, close in, come nearer, get closer (v) - etawr'cu
approach, come (unexpectedly), near (v) - f''l
appropriate, fitting, proper, suitable (adj) - chib
approve (of) (v) - tzomewg
April 
apron, long vest (n) - k'ttohrfoowt'k
archetype, exemplar, model, prototype (n) - wtitizh
arch, archway (n) - zoowjr
are (v) - grrring
area beside, neighboring or adjacent area (n) - 
area next to (n) - aakheemuweez
area, district (geographical) (n) - zriz'
area, district (political) (n) - raazhe'
area, vicinity, premises (n) - 
area (large), region (n) - tzoowri
The Arena (SFB, CL#15) (n) - 
argue (v) - uheekhakzuz'
arguement, brouhaha, fight (n) - ch'z'
arm (body part; shoulder to hand) (n) - tsok
arm, branch, offshoot (n) - biaat
armed, as with weapons (adj) - prr'zhizheez
arms (small), weapons (n) - ez'obus'eeng
army (n) - tscokswots
aroma, odor, smell, scent (n) - raoowcwl
around, encircling, surrounding (prep, adv) - prsakchsazhr
around, encircling, surrounding (prep, w/nom) - prsakchsazhr
arrangement or contract unfair or restrictive (colloq), chain,
       currency unit (n) - hrrizograng
arrest (v) - owr
arrival (n) - shr'vruz'
arrive, achieve, attain (v) - sethenji
arrive (at indicated place), appear, come, get somewhere, show up
       (v) - yebp, otkawezh'
arrow (sharp-tipped shaft shot from a bow) (n) - kshutj
art (creative craft; productive use of talent) (n) - hroowgizhzk
article, essay (piece of text) (n) - ztguzt
Articles of Agreement (Kzinti-Federation treaty) (SFB)
          (proper name) - Ztguzti ....
artificial (deliberately made) (adj) - hrmeerafewt
artisan, craftsman (n) - jiwruvree
as (adv, conj) - thukhu
as far as, to, until (prep) - meeleesr
as if 
as soon as possible 
ascend (v) - grrreegaforg
ascribe, blame, attribute (v) - t'kwehrjowt
ash (n) - ztehee
ashamed (adj) - zrob'y
ashen (adj) - 
ask, inquire, question (v) - tzyawt
ask about (v) - 
ask for, request (v) - kchkets'patz
aspect 
assault (adj, n) - ewr
assemble (v) - hrrutsojeng
assembly (of people) (n) - zraa'n
assembly (of objects) (n) - eeze
assembly (n) - bezih
assembly, gathering (n) - tza'
assent, agree (v) - f'ingaaz'
assert, affirm (to be true) (v) - 
assertion, claim (statement of unknown accuracy)
          (n) - puvokijn*
assets, money, wealth (n) - fo
assignment, chore, job, task (n) - kshnuh'
assist, aid, help, serve (v) - hroku
assistant (n) - shrrung
association, relationship (n) - yapeluzk
asteroid (n) - grrrezr
at last 
at least, not less than (>=) (adv) - prupizhrl
at most, not more than (<=) (adv) - tztetz
at that time (corr) - rruz'
at (in the same location as), on, in 
           (prep, w/nom) - kzaceeht'ss
at (moving towards), for, to, towards (prep / adv) - t'
athlete, sportsman, jock (n) - 
athletics (games involving physical skill), 
           sports (n) - lughda
atmosphere (n) - faapa
atom (n) - tzughjikp
atomic (as elementary particles) (adj) - athaz'
atop (post w/nom) - eev'theeng
attache (n) - ez'udaahe
attack (v) - h'uvf
attain, arrive, achieve (v) - 
attempt, endeavor, try (v) - kshac
attend me, hear me (phrase) - ayab
attend, care for, minister to (v) - zes'it
attend, heed (v) - tee
attention (active perception) (n) - chulg
attention, pay attention (v) - baaic
attic, garret (n) - kshkiztsughks
attitude-control thrusters (n) - z'es
attract (v) - rowwl
attractive (adj) - awuc
attribute, characteristic, quality, trait (n) - chbuh'
attribute, blame, ascribe (v) - srizi
August 
autumn, fall (season) (n) - cheem
authority, power (military/legal/social right to command) (n) - hreeyavng
authority, commission (n) - deewraa
automatic (adj) - ch'ap
automobile, car (wheeled motor vehicle) (n) - t'keeki
auxiliary (adj) - tsjukshfekz
avenge (v) - 's'eenjaatku
avenger (n) - eerunogaas'
avert (v) - 
avoid, evade, keep away from (v) - gotileenk
await, wait (for) (v) - yohi
awake (adj) - wtsoh'
award (n) - zriz
award, prize (n) - cazizh
award (v) - egrahreemoz'
aware, conscious (adj) - tizhfizhnewh
away from, from, out of (prep) - riwk
away (from this or that place) (adv) - wavazfiyg
away team (n) - 
axe (n) - ztcoztyetz


B

baby, infant (n) - ch'leeh'yohv
back (of body) (n) - hrekt
back away from, back off (v) - 
back (part of), rear (n) - tscuk'tcozt
back (to previous condition or place) (adv) - kzozughzt'ss
backward (in reverse order)(adv) - hvuj
bad, unsatisfactory (adj) - tzazi
bag (n) - 
baggy (not snug), loose (adj) - tziwa*
bake (cook by means of heat) (v) - rawoch'kupr*
balance, equilibrium (n) - gawokost'ss
ball (as used in sports) (n) - zizhvf'
balloon (n) - ksvoch
bamboo (plant/stem)(n) - tzpetstoowts*
banana (plant/fruit)(n) - kshevs*
band, tape, flat strip (n) - wtdaks
bandage (n) - 
bank (monetary institution) - ch'unh
bank (row or group of computers, weapons, etc.) - 
bar, rod (n) - raigu
bar, saloon, cocktail lounge (n) - 
barb, cleat, spike, thorn (n) - tazi
bargain (n) - 
bargain (v) - 
bargain, negotiate, haggle (v) - 
Baron (oneof the four Kzinti high nobles) (SFB) (n) - 
barrel, cask (n) - ztbazracekz
barrier, obstacle (n) - gazbo
bartender (n) - 
barter (v) - 
base, station (point from which things go or are done)
         (n) - bizhgizh
base (military term) (n) - bizhgizh
base, colony, settlement (n) - 
base, ground, establish (v) - 
base, starbase (n) - gughgb'bizhgizh
baseball (n) - seebizh*
basement, cellar (n) - beefc
basis, foundation (part which supports the rest)
             (n) - tabughtont
bastard (insult; disgraceful ancestry, not
              literally illegitimacy) (n) - 
basket (n) - beeyedizhhd
basketball (n) - kazdosoowhw*
bat, stick, racket/racquet (ball-hitting tool for games)
           (n) - tszuh'*
batch (quantity of things produced at one time) 
          (n) - wtuyaz*
battalion (military unit) (n) - 
batter, beat (repeatedly hit) (v) - wanoowfazdng
battery (n) - 
battle (literal, between two armies or powers) (n) - 
battle (between people, ideologies, etc.) (n) - 
battle, war, combat (n) - 
battle array (n) - 
battle control, battle bridge (n) - 
battle cruiser (n) - 
bay (small body of water offset from lake or ocean)
       (n) - jifkt
be, do (i.e. what do you do?) (v) - azra
be born (v) - 
be burned (v) - 
be composed of, consist of (v) - ksmeepr
be found (v) - 
be full (v) - 
be held (v) - 
be late (v) - 
be left (v) - 
be opened (v) - 
be patient (v) - 
be read (v) - 
be saved (v) - 
be seen (v) - 
be silent (v) - 
be surprised at (v) - 
be thirsty (v) - 
be tired (v) - 
be washed (v) - 
be worthy of, deserve, earn, merit (v) - tsupoth
be written (v) - 
beach, shore (n) - hvcah'sizhhv
beam (aboard) (v) - 
beam, transport beam (n) - 
bean (kidney/pinto/etc.: plant/seed)(n) - wtkitzwuzt
"bean bag" chair (SFB, CL#15) (n) - c'cesrik
bear (a burden), support (v) - hvdewt
bear, endure (v) - 
bearing, supporting, possessing (v) - thukhu
beard (n) - tsakwl*
beast(s) (n) - njeemie(ti)
beat, batter, bludgeon (v) - wanoowfazdng
beat (policeman's patrol area) (n) - 
beauteous, graceful, elegant (adj) - geejmb
beautiful (adj) - geejm
beautifully (adv) - 
beauty (n) - 
because, for (conj) - loowbu
because, for this reason (corr) - loowbu
because of () - 
become (begin to be; acquire the quality of) (v) - lell
become (make different), change, vary (v) - pricj
bed (n) - kshbetzmepr
bedraggled, unkempt (adj) - 
beer, ale (n) - ts'azhs
before, in front of, ahead of (spatially)(prep) - kzoowyo
before, prior to, earlier than (prep) - zazpaz
beg, plead (v) - 
begin, commence, start (imp. v) - lidj
beginning, genesis, commencement, a starting, origin (n) - lidjza
behave, act (v) - 
behavior, conduct (n) - kchgiaht'khazk't
behind, in back of, to the rear of (prep) - chost
behind, after, lower in rank than, for (adv) - 
being (nonhumanoid) (n) - 
believe (accept as true) (v) - railr
believe in, depend on, rely on, trust in (v) - hatz
bell (n) - tzewn
belly (n) - 
belonging to (genitive case) - u'-
below, area below, beneath, under (prep) - titu
belt, sash (n) - matc
belt, strip, narrow region (n) - 
bend (v) - 
beneath, area below, below, under (prep) - titu
benefit 
bent (adj) - pamu
berry (small pulpy fruit)(n) - racuts'zepr
besides, apart from, except for, excluding, other than
          (prep) -ksenu
best 
bestow, give, yield (v) - uhuk
better, superior (adj) - 
Betazoid (proper name) - Betza'ahhd*
betray (v) - 
between, while; interval (adv) - wrir'
between, area between, among, amidst, inter- (n) - kchop
beyond, farther than, exceeding (prep) - ravizhkoownkt
Bible (n) - Baybull*
bicycle (n) - kzwazragughhr*
big, large (of much size) (adj) - cheepozs
bill (beak of an aquatic bird) (n) - 
bill, invoice (statement of money owed) (n) - raiga
billiards, pool (n) - mabf'*
billion (number) - hrvuksh
bind, tie (v) - hughpz
bird (in general) (n) - See Animal, Kzin
bird-of-prey starship (n) - 
birth (n) - ceehi
birthday (n) - 
bite (n) - 
bite (v) - wtceekshrats'
bitter (adv) - 
bitter (adj) - cebf
bitter-tasting (adj) - cebf
bitterness (emotion) (n) - 
bivouac, camp, temporary shelter (n) - kchewuzk
black as death, deserted, empty, lifeless, uninhabited (adj) - 'z'asr
black (color) (adj) - tufugh
bladed weapon (n) - kackt
blame, responsibility (n) - 
blame, ascribe, attribute (v) - t'kwehrjowt
blame, fault (n) - 
blame, judge, fault, condemn (v) - 
blame-worthy, guilty (adj) - wtufugh
blanket (material used as covering)(n) - h'uy
blaze, burn (v) - 
blemish, blot (n) - yughkizh*
blend, mix (v) - kszahvgeezt
bless, blessed (wish good upon) (v) - rareeks*
blind (are you), "can you see" (sarcastic) (v) - 
bloated, fat, corpulant, greedy (adj) - ztedz
blob, clod, lump, piece of no regular shape (n) - gughjwl
block, prevent (keep from happening) (v) - h'fizhkshhoowzt
block (solid flat-surfaced material mass)
          (n) - wabu
block (city block, grouping of residences) (n) - 
blood (fig.), ancestry, temperament (n) - 
blood (lit.) (n) - hotemesl
bloody (adv) - 
blot, blemish (n) - yughkizh*
blow (move/cause to move as a current of gas or wind) (v) - hroowzm
blow (forceful), jolt, stroke (n) - kzodoowkf'
blow one's top (v) - 
bludgeon, beat, batter (v) - wanoowfazdng
blue, depressed, sad (adj) - 
blue (color) (adj) - ztrizhhrbitz
blunderfoot (n, expletive) - 
blunt (of little sharpness), dull (adj) - tzumizhtv
blunt weapon (n) - 
blur - 
board (piece of carved wood)(n) - lahaz
board, go aboard (v) - 
boat (n) - ksil
body (n) - bikk
bodyguard, defender (of a specific person) (n) - 
boil (v) - ch'ok
bold (adj) - 
bomb (n) - puja
bomb (v) - 
bond-servant (n) - 
bonding (n) - 
bone (n) - ts'izhjizh
book (n) - tzfapr
boot (military) (n) - 
boot (n) - 
boot spike (n) - 
border (n) - 
boring, tedious (adj) - raughnf
born (adj) - 
borrow (v) - hriyics
bosom, chest (n) - 
boss (v) - 
both 
both... and 
bother (v) - 
bother, hassle, annoy (v) - 
bottle (n) - nazgnn
bottom (n) - kafm
bounce, rebound (v) - tsiji
bound (v) - 
boundary, frontier, limit (n) - tanm
bow (for arrows) (n) - zttekchruts'
bowl (deep round dish) (n) - kchazhf
box (rigid rectangular recepticle)(n) - kzawi
boy (male child) (n) - wtyeztjetz
brag (v) - 
brake (n) - chazr
branch, arm, offshoot (n) - 
brain (medical) (n) - ts'oowk
brain, mind (n) - 
branch, as of a tree (n) - raazb
branch (small part going out from main part) (n) - raazb
brass (copper-zinc alloy) (n) - kchoowpt
brave, daring (adj) - 
brave, gallant (adj) - 
bravery, courage (n) - gughboowtond
bravo 
bread (n) - kshoowgo*
break (rules), disobey (v) - 
break (into pieces) (v) - wtmok't
break down 
breakfast (firstmeal) (n) - 
breast, mammary (n) - norutughdy
breath (n) - 
breathe (v) - hvhizhratizhch
breeches (n) - 
breed (v) - 
breeze, wind (n) - 
brief, short of duration (adj) - guct
brick (hard clay block)(n) - k'tluks
bride (n) -  *
bridge (something vehicles travel over) (n) - raevaz
"battle-control", bridge or battle bridge (n) - 
"command-executive center", flight bridge (n) - 
      fig. "You have the bridge" (command, sup.-inf.)
        (phrase) - 
brig (ship) (n) - 
brig, jail, prison, interrogation room (n) - t'kbizhwtkikch
brigade (military) (n) - 
brigadier (military) (n) - 
bright, clear, crystalline (adj) - 
bright (with much light present) (adj) - hrfakshzats'
bright (much light present), light (adj) - ohr''
bright (shiny) (adj) - hrfakshzats'
bright yellow (adj) - hrfakshzats'hvudenk
bring (come along with) (v) - kcheb
broad, wide (space between things)
         (adj) - yeeka
broke 
broken 
brook (n) - 
broom (n) - pokevoowtk*
brother (member of the same litter) (n) - t'kibeevc
brought (v.t. past part.) - kz'z'
brouhaha, fight, argument (n) - 
brown (color) (adj) - hveep
brush (for hair) (n) - hvoowr*
brush, type of dense, prickly bush (n) - 
bucket, pail (n) - wukonuvm
bud (of flower/leaf) (n) - ceely
build up, take form, appear (v) - 
build (join materials to create), construct (v) - guwicamw
building, structure; anything large constructed 
       by people with walls and roof (n) - lughtoowbatz
bulbous, round (adj) - 
bullet (n) - t'koowbohp
bump, protrusion (n) - tzak
bundle, bunch (group of things tied together)
          (n) - hveek
buoyant, light (weight), insubstantial (adj) - 
burden, load (n) - t'kalizhkr
burn, blaze (v) - buhomozy
burn, feel hot (v) - 
burst (v) - prizhtu
bury (v) - 
bus (n) - href*
bush noted for its rose-colored flower (n) - 
bush, shrub, sapling (n) - bofavizhff
bushes, type of dense, prickly brush (n) - 
business, commerce (n) - chjeztmeh'
bustle, ado, activity (n) - kzip
busy (adj) - 
but, however (conj) - k'tohazrl
butt, buttock, ass (body part)(n) - hvgiwt
butter (n) - kshotw*
butterfly (n) - see animal
button (on a shirt, etc) (n) - kchah*
buy, purchase (v) - hizhyj
by means of, via, per, with (using; through 
         instrumentality of) (pr) - guse
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cable (n) - 
cadet(s) (n) - 
cafe (n) - 
cage (n) - lakumughfb
cage, prison (n) - 
Caitan(s) (proper n) - Caitan*, (plural) Caitanti*
calculate, reckon (v) - prmeh'
calculator (n) - 
calendar (n) - 
calibre (n) - 
call forth, summon (v) - sughwazkums
call, name (v) - akh
called, known as (v) - akha
calm (adj) - calm
camp, bivouac, temporary shelter (n) - kchewuzk
campaign (for political office) (n) - zibnn*
can (presealed metal container) (British:tin) (n) - riwnn
can (is/are able to...) (aux v pres) - divc
canal, channel, ditch (n) - ch'azp
cancel (v) - 
candle (n) - kchenozr
candy (n) - aa''
cannon (n) - gaka
cap, hat (n) - hrmupr
capacity, ability (to do something) (n) - rumavirf'
cape (clothing) (n) - 
capital (of a place) (n) - 
capital city (n) - 
captain (individual ship commander's rank in Kzinti fleet)
        (SFB CL#12) (n) - kh'
capture, get, grab, have, seize, take (v) - jizhsee, ts'oowfi
car, automobile (wheeled motor vehicle) (n) - t'keeki
carbon (n) - fonh
card (stiff rectangle of material) (n) - soowki
Cardassian(s) (proper n) - 
care, concern (about someone/something) (v) - layn
care for, attend, minister to (v) - 
care for/about, take care of (v) - 
careful (adj) - 
carefulness, caution, prudence (n) - h'izhbl
careless (adj) - 
cargo (n) - 
cargo carrier (n) - 
cargo hold (n) - 
cargo space (n) - 
carriage (n) - 
carrier, warship (e.g. aircraft carrier) (n) - 
carrier, transporter, vehicle (n) - 
carry (move while supporting) (v) - kshcah'rahr
cart, carriage, wagon (wheeled vehicle; not self-propelled)
       (n) - kshukughpy*
cash, money (n) - 
cast off/out/away, grow beyond, leave behind (v) - 
castle (n) - 
"Cat with favorable stars" (SFB CL#11) (proper name) - 
category, classification (n) - ch'uvurc
catalog, catalogue (n) - 
catastrophe (n) - 
catch (n) - 
catcher (n) - 
cause, instrument, agent (n) - 
cause (induce something to be/happen) (v) - hruharj
cause to reach (v) - 
caution, carefulness, prudence (n) - h'izhbl; "observe caution"
        (phrase) - 
cautious (adj) - 
cave (n) - hroowwu
cease, stop, switch off, finish (v) - 
cease, quit, stop doing, terminate (v) - tauurre'
cease from 
ceiling (n) - beefc
celebrate, rejoice (v) - nawuzehp
celebration (n) - 
cellar, basement (n) - tzosm
center (n) - 
center, complex, headquarters (n) - 
center, middle (n, adj) - hutugh
century (the Kzinti equivalent of a century is based on 8 rather than
            ten. Therefore, a Kzinti century is 64 rather than 100 years)
            (n) - raeef
ceremony, rite, ritual (n) - lehepayk
certain, sure (adj) - tusr
certainly, yes, of course (int) - 
certainty (n) - 
chain (connected series of rings or links) (n) - kchute
chain, (colloq) unfair or too restrictive arrangement or contract
      (n) - kchuttee
chair (n) - nabf
chalk (n) - ch'izhv
challenging, difficult, hard (adj) - 
chamber, room (n) - 
chance, luck, randomicity (n) - hrjoowksmawt
change (n) - 
change, vary (become/make different) (v) - pricj
channel, canal, ditch (n) - ch'azp
chapter (n) - vreenj, hrabunf'
charge (military term) (v) - 
charge (up) (v) - 
charisma (n) - 
charitable, generous (adj) - foowzu
charity, mercy, kindness (n) - 
charming (adj) - 
chart, diagram (n) - tzeey
chase (v) - 
chat (v) - 
cheap, inexpensive (adj) - tzafa
cheat (v) - 
check, test (v) - tslizt
check (written order directing a bank to pay from an account)
      (n) - lupee*
cheek (side of face below eye) (body part) (n) - h'fopr
cheerful, happy, glad (adj) - 
cheese (n) - rigaz*
chef (n) - 
chemical (substance made by or used in chemistry) (n) - chjizhkszuhr
chemist (n) - 
chemist's (chemist's place of business) (n) -  
cherished, dear, precious (adj) - ceweebeebl
chess (n) - pazpu*
chest (upper front of torso), bosom (body part) (n) - tilh
chew (v) - 
chicanery, trick (n) - mimt
chief, commander, guide, leader (n) - ts'ehv
chief among several (adj) - 
chief, main, primary, principle, senior, foremost (adj) - sazkl
child's riding beast and house pet(s) (n) - 
child, offspring (n) - pulaz
child, young person (n) - pulaz
childhood (n) - 
childishness 
chilly, cold, frigid (adj) - kshega
chimney (n) - ch'ughm
chin (body part) (n) - raheerasats
chocolate (n) - kshoowcesh*
choice, will, desire (n) - 
choice, select (adj) - 
choice, selection (n) - 
choke (v) - 
choose, decide (one or the other; with finality)(v) - 
choose, decide (the best of several options) (v) - 
choose, pick (out), select one of many possibilities (v) - tzdazts'fukch
christen, name; create, make (v) - 
chore, assignment, job, task (n) - kshnuh'
chronometer, clock (n) - ts'neh'sera
church, worship building or institution of public worship
         (n) - ch'vizhprkohv
cigarette (n) - ztpawt*
cinema, movie theater (n) - 
circle (n) - prayekd
circuit, closed curve, loop (n) - vubg
cite, quote (v) - t'kulng
citizen (legal) (n) - 
citizen, inhabitant (n) - 
city (n) - mesu
city, capital (n) - 
civilian (adj) - 
civilian sector (non-government service) (n) - 
civilian service, head of (arch. n) - 
civilization (n) - hreewucr
civilize (v) - 
civilized (adj) - 
claim, assertion (statement of unknown accuracy) (n) - puvokijn*
claim (territory) (v) - 
classification, category (n) - ch'uvurc
classify (v) - 
claw, nail (fingernail) (body part) (n) - kziwkt, kziwktti
clay (n) - hvizhjwl
clean (adj) - sughpee
clean (v) - 
clear, bright, crystalline (adj) - 
clear, not obstructed, plain, simple (easy to see/understand)
      (adj) - suna
cleat, spike, barb, thorn (n) - tazi
clergyman, priest (n) - hrazkagk
clever (adj) - 
cliff (n) - yuca
climb, scale (v) - 
clip (v) - 
clipped (adj) - 
cloak (n) - 
cloak, hide, conceal (v) - 
cloaking device (n) - *
clock (n) - ts'neh'sera
clod, lump, blob, piece of no particular shape (n) - gughjwl
close to, near (prep) - ksali
close in, get closer, come nearer (v) - 
close, shut (v) - 
closed, shut (adj) - kshsokshboowzt
closed curve, circuit, loop (n) - vubg
cloth, fabric (material made of threads) (n) - kzughyng
clothing (n) - 
cloud (n) - huradajnn
club, cudgel (n) - fevkt
clumsy (adj) - 
coal (n) - wizt'ss*
coarse, rough (contra-smooth) (adj) - meerwl
coat, outer covering, shell (n) - 
coat (heavy outer garment with sleeves) (n) - meejizh
cockroach (n) - 
cocktail lounge, bar, saloon (n) - 
code (cryptographic system) (n) - k'torizhnd
coil (n) - tsid
coin (n) - kzoowywl
cold, chilly, frigid (adj) - kshega
cold (temperature) (adj) - 
collaborate, cooperate (v) - sughlaboowlnn
collapse (v) - zturaa
collar (n) - choowco
collateral, security, deposit (n) - 
collect, gather (bring or come together) (v) - rruwreerg, vifo
collide (v) - 
colonel (the rank) (n) - 
colony, settlement, base (n) - 
color (n) - ch'ikughps
color, hue (n) - 
colorless, white (adj) - 
column (n) - 
comb (n) - muyf*
combat, war, battle (n) - 
combat, fight (v) - reerh
come (unexpectedly), approach, near (v) - 
come, appear, arrive (at indicated place), get somewhere, show up
     (v) - yebp
come across, encounter, meet (v) - hivng
come on (excl) - 
fig. "Come back here!" (phrase) - 
fig. "come over here" (phrase) - 
comet (n) - 
comfort (freedom from pain and/or worry) (n) - t'kdughks
comical, funny (adj) - sevodeff'
coming of age (n) - 
command, directive, order (n) - wtkaks
command (v) - 
my command/word (n) - 
fig. "You have the bridge, You have command" (sup.-inf. phrase) - 
commandant (ground forces commander of Kzinti base) (MKW1) (n) - 
commander (department head rank in Kzinti fleet) (SFB CL#12) (n) - 
commander (the position, not the rank), chief, guide, leader (n) - ts'ehv
commence, begin, start () - lidj
commerce, business (n) - chjeztmeh'
commercial, mercantile (adj) - 
commission, authority (n) - 
commission, organixation (n) - 
commit a crime (v) - 
committee (group appointed to do a task) (n) - tujo
commodore (UFP) (n) - 
common, general (shared by all members of a group) (adj) - tsageenh
communicate (v) - 
communication of any sort (e.g. speech, writing)
        (n) - weerayeevy
communications officer (n) - 
communicator, personal (n) - 
community (individual sharing space/culture) (n) - sihetuln
companion or adversary (the other fellow)(n) - okzagraazu
company (military unit) (n) - 
company (a business organization), firm (n) - guhv
compare (v) - kchizhz
compared to, than (prep / conj) - ch'oown
compel (v) - 
compete, strive, vie (v) - k'tazgoowjy
complain (v) - 
complete, entire, whole (adj) -  kzoowtaz
completely, fully, very much (adv) - 
complex, complicated (adj) - wtizhjo
complex, headquarters, center (n) - 
compliment, laud, praise (v) - hefy
comply, obey, follow (v) - 
components, parts (of a greater whole) - 
compose, form (v) - 
compose, write (v) - 
comprehend, understand (v) - tzughyi
compromise (n) - ts'up
compromise (v) - 
computer (electronic instruction-obeying information-handler)
         (n) - zomoow
computer printout (n) - 
computer program (n) - 
computer science (n) - 
comrades (two closely bonded male Kzin (friends or
           co-workers) (n) - irgeeth
conceal (v) - 
conceal, hide, cloak (v) - ztdiwt
concealed truth (n) - 
concentrate (v) - 
concentrate on, focus on, think only about (v) - 
concentrated, dense (of much density), intense, thick (adj) - k'tids
concept (thought-bundle), idea (n) - jonk
               concern (about someone/something), care (n) - layn
concerned (about) (adj) - 
conclude, end, finish () - tsica
conclude, decide, judge (v) - ch'wowtkats
concubine and palace servant (MKW1 #225) (n) - prret
condition, state, status (n) - ztsotsmughhr
condemn (v) - 
condemn, fault, blame (v) - 
conduct, behavior (n) - kchgizht'khazk't
cone (n) - ts'eno
confer (v) - 
confess (v) - 
confide (v) - 
confine (v) - 
confine, shut in, imprison (v) - 
conflict (n) - 
confuse (v) - 
confused, mixed-up (adj) - 
confusion (n) - 
conglomeration (n) - 
congratulate (v) - 
congress, parliament (legislative body of elected officers)
        (n) - sulf'*
connect (v) - 
connection, joint, junction (n) - wtogibt
conquer (v) - 
Conquest Warriors (Kzinti warrior in an invasion force)
        (n) - 
conscious, aware (adj) - tizhfizhnewh
conscripted soldier (n) - 
consent (v) - 
consequence, result (n) - cheehu
consequential thing, something important (n) - 
Conservor, Conservor of the Ancestral Past (one who works as an
        historian/priest for the Kzinti and their fanged god)
        (MKW3 #58, 151) (proper title) - 
consist of, be composed of (v) - ksmeepr
consonant (non-vowel) (n) - tzgih'
conspiracy (n) - 
conspire (v) - 
constant, invariant, stable (adj) - noowpp
constitution (charter of an organization) (n) - seero
construct (join materials to create), build (v) - guwicamw
consul (n) - 
consume, deplete, expend, exhaust, use up (v) - kshil
consume, eat, devour (v) - 
contain (an enemy, the military term) (v) - 
contain (have inside) (v) - hreni
contain (v) - tzaywl
container (n) - hrenitf
contaminate, pollute (v) - raoowcost
content, satisified (adj) - 
contentment, satisfaction (n) - 
context, environment, surroundings (n) - kshiy
continue, keep on being/doing (v) - ts'att
contract (agreement-document) (n) - t'kbuzt
contract, shrink (v) - raov
contradict (v) - 

contra-permit, forbid, prohibit (v) - tewc
contribute (v) - 
control (v) - hrazt'ss
control panel (n) - 
convey (v) - 
convince (v) -
convoluted, meandering, serpentine (adj) - ksoowcivnn
cook (not chef) (n) - 
cook (v) - t'keyf*
cool (adj) - prwoowk'tdipr
cooperate, collaborate (v) - sughlaboowlnn
coordinates (n) - 
coordinator (n) - 
copper (n) - h'owu
coppery, copper-colored (adj) - 
copy (a duplicate)(n) - wtazsc
cord, cable (thicker than wire) (n) - kzneets
corona (n) - 
corporal (rank) (n) - 
corps (n) - 
corpse (n) - 
corpulant, fat, bloated, greedy (adj) - ztedz
correct, right (adj) - h'razkz
correct, satisfactory, good, well (inf->sup adj, adv) -
correct, satisfactory, good, well (sup->inf adj, adv) - 
correlate, match (v) - 
corridor (n) - 
corrode, eat away at (v) - 
corrosion, rust (n) - lijikebv
corrupt (adj) - 
corrupt (v) - 
cost, price (n) - chem
costly, expensive (adj) - hizhho
council (n) - 
counselor (n) - 
Count (one of the four Kzinti high nobles) (SFB) (n) - 
count, include (v) - 
count, enumerate, number (v) - ch'epf
counterfeit (adj) - 
counterfeit (v) - 
country, countryside, rural area (n) - kshic
couple, pair (denoting objects with a direct relationship not 
         simply two of something); a couple (romantically involved
         non-Kzin) (n) - irgeeth
courage, bravery (n) - gughboowtond
courage (stomach) (n) - h'asocnn
course, dish (food) (n) - 
course, heading, route, path (n) - kshetughln
court (of law) (n) - feseesoowrn
court-martial (n) - 
court-martial (v) - 
courtesan, pornocrat (n, archaic) - prret
cover (something put onto or over something else)
       (n) - hrret'kkoowts'
coward (n) - 
crack, fissure (n) - hvovf'
craftsman, artisan (n) - 
crap (SFB, CL#15) (vulgar n) - zhit
crap, offal (n) - 
crawl (v) - eeng'nj', tzayi
crawls (plural v.i.) - eeng'nj'kza
crawling (v, present part., adj) - eeng'nj'gorg
crayon, pencil (writing tool that uses semi-solid substance) (n) - raoh
crazy, mad, insane (adj) - hvekanm
crease, wrinkle (n) - tzgukchnahr
create, make; name, christen (v) - aapiwraz', hizhvizhhocng
creation (n) - 
Creator (n) - L'iz'
creature (n) - grrreekz'ng
credit (monetary unit) (n) - 
credit (permission to borrow money) (n) - kchoct'ss
Crew class (n) - 
crew, crewperson (conscripted) (n) - 
crewperson (volunteer) (n) - 
crime (n) - chab
criminal (n) - 
criticize (v) - kchgak'twoowzt
cross (perpendicular intersecton of linear items) 
          (n) - k'tifarnn
crouch (v) - taame
crowd (v) - 
crown (n) - 
cruise (v) - 
cruiser, battle cruiser (n) - 
crush (press on so as to break or re-shape) (v) - wasughcizhzd
cry, weep (v) - prdohrfoowkz
cry out, shout, scream (v) - k'tazcugh
crystal (n) - h'dazhr
crystal (geologic formation) (n) - 
crystalline, bright, clear (adj) - 
cub (affectionate term used by superior Kzin to an inferior)
        (n) - 
cube (n) - gotughconj
cultivated field, farmland (n) - 
culture (the customs and beliefs of a people) (n) - kzaw
cunning (adj) - 
cup (small bowl with handle) (n) - ch'eb
cure (v) - 
curse (n) - 
curse, damn (wish evil upon) (v) - ts'emf
curtain (n) - yarevudm
curve (n) - yeyokijnn
cushion, pillow (n) - rajizhkshgazksh
custom, habit, routine practice (n) - ch'mots'
cut (v) - ts'ozu
cut, trim (hair) (v) - 
cute (MKW1 #229) (adj) - t'rralap
cycle (one complete performance of a periodic process) (n) - moyf
cylinder (n) - ts'ink
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damage (n) - 
damage (to inanimate object) (n) - 
damage, cause damage (v) - 
damage, abuse, harm, hurt, injure (v) - dazfwl
damaged (adj) - 
damn, damned (SFB, CL#15) (vulgar int) - trafkh, trafkhed
dance (v) - hrnazt
dandruff (n) - 
danger (n) - ztizoow
dangerous (adj) - kz'z'
dangle, hang, suspend (v) - kchvizhts'
dare (v) - 
daring, brave (adj) - 
dark (adj) - 
dark, dim (with little light present) (adj) - kzsuzttukz
dark, hidden, unforseeable, unknown (adj) - 
darkness (n) - ekeergoheng
data (numerical), statistics (n) - 
data transfer (between computers) (n) - 
data transmission (n) - 
data, information (n) - 
date (coordinates of a day given in a timekeeping system) (n) -          kzhek'tloowhv
daughter (in the sense of a female offspring) (n) - wtbech
dawn (n) - 
day (27.68 hours) (n) - 
day (one dawn to the next) (formal n) - vuvu
days (plural n) - kh'kzeng
day after tomorrow (n) - 
day before yesterday (n) - 
day, time of day (n) - kseewroik
day (daytime - as opposed to night), diurnal period (n) - k'tac
dead (adj) - ztazz
deadly (adj) - 
deaf (are you), "can you hear" (sarcastic) (v) - 
dear, cherished, precious (adj) - ceweebeebl
dear-heart (n) - 
death (of a specific being) (n) - 
death (in general, or personified) (n) - 
debate (v) - 
debt, reckoning, score (non-monetary)(n) - 
debt (obligation to pay) (n) - k'tbetz
decay, rot (v) - tadi
deceive (v) - 
decide, choose (one or the other; with finality)(v) - 
decide, choose (the best of several options), pick (out)
       (v) - tzdazts'fukch
decide, judge, conclude (v) - ch'wowtkats
decimal point (n prefix) - 
deciphering, decoding (n) - 
deck (n) - 
declared (n) - 
decline, deteriorate (v) - 
declined/inclined, sloped (not horizontal) (adj) - hizhtaz
declining, falling, growing worse (adj) - 
decoration, ornament (n) - h'ayegk
decrease (become or make lesser in quantity) (v) - ch'ot
decree (v) - 
dedicate (v) - 
deed, act (n) - tsockt
deep, profound (of much depth) (adj) - zeri
defeat (v) - 
defect (n) - 
defect, flaw, imperfection (v) - pupe
defective (adj) - 
defend, protect (v) - k'twik'tseksh
defender (of a specific person), bodyguard (n) - 
defender (of a region), patroller (n) - 
defense (n) - 
Defiant Warrior (a Kzinti military base) (MKW3 #204)
       (n, proper name) - 
defier of (MW1 #133) (n) - ya-nar
deflectors, deflector shields (n) - 
defy, disagree absolutely (v) - 
degree (the extent/intensity/scope of an action/condition/relation)
      (n) - kshizhvigz
delay (v) - 
delay, postpone, retard, tarry () - suyd
delete, remove, subtract, take away (v) - hvehi
delicate, fragile (adj) - t'kazzz
deluge, flood (n) - jijr
demand (v) - 
demolish (v) - 
demolish, destroy, ruin (v) - 
depart, leave, go away from (v) - wopo
deposit, security, collateral (n) - 
den, lair, nest (an animal's self-made house) (n) - raeecups
denote, mean (v) - 
dense (of much density), concentrated, intense, thick (adj) - k'tids
density (n) - ksid
dent, indentation, nick (n) - priji
deny (say that somethin is not true) (v) - ch'tets
deodorant (n) - 
depart (v) - 
depend on, believe in, rely on, trust in (v) - hatz
deplete, consume, expend, exhaust, use up (v) - kshil
depressed (adj) -
depressed, blue, sad (adj) - 
depth (distance from ground/baseline down to bottom)(n) - ch'eeb
descend (v) - 
describe (v) - reegizhjuw
desert (n) - soowhivizhtwl
desert (n) - 
desert (v) - 
deserted, black (as death), empty, lifeless, uninhabited (adj) - 'z'asr
deserve, be worthy of, earn, merit (v) - tsupoth
designation, name (something one may be called by, not necessarily
       one's true name, which has to be earned by  some deed. Most
       often it is a Kzin's job such as "captain" or "telepath")
       (n) - 
desire, choice, will (n) - 
desire, want, fancy (v) - 
despise, detest, be disgusted by (v) - t'kughgt
destination (n) - nizhwi
destroy, annihilate (v) - ihranune
destroy, end, eradicate (cause to cease existing) (v) - ksizhzeyt
destroy, ruin, demolish (v) - 
destruction, disappearance, eradication (n) - 
destruction, ruin, devastation (n) - 
detail (n) - tsenu
detect, hear (v) - 
detect, smell (fig.) (v) - 
deteriorate, decline (v) - 
deteriorate, disintergrate, fall apart (v) - 
detest, despise, be disgusted by (v) - t'kughgt
detest, hate (v) - t'kughgt
developed (i.e. civilization) (v) - 
devastation, destruction, ruin (n) - 
device (n) - a
device connected to the skin, with a remote controlling device,
       which injects a soporific drug or poison into the wearer
       when activated (MKW1 #200) (n) - zzrou
devise, invent (v) - kchdizhts
devour, eat, consume (v) - 
"devourer of your own kittens" (MKW2 #151) (expletive) - 
diagonal, slanted (adj) - wozu
diagram, chart (n) - tzeey
dial (circle marked with numbers/symbols) (n) - k'tolizh
diarrhea, "the runs" (n) - 
dictator, tyrant (n) -kasifiyh*
dictatorship (n) - 
dictionary (n) - hvuwee
did (v, past tense) - zrraat
die (v) - humadizhjr
die willingly (v) - 
diety, god (n) - kchanuwm
different (adj) - hvazost
differentiate, distinguish, tell one from another (v) - comazzofk
difficult, troublesome (adj) - 
difficult, hard, challenging (adj) - yeelnn
difficulty, trouble (n) - ksgoowt'k
diffuse, dilute, rarefied, sparse, tenuous, wispy (adj) - tzoyz
dig (v) - rayeeroowjw
dignity (n) - 
dilithium (n) - 
dilithium crystal (n) - 
dim, dark (with little light present) (adj) - kzsuzttukz
dinner (lastmeal) (n) - 
diplomacy (conduct), negotiate, mediate (v) - 
diplomacy, tact (n) - 
diplomacy, art of (n) - 
diplomat, one who settles disputes (n) - 
diplomat, ambassador (n) - 
diplomatic corps of the Hegemony (n) - 
direct, immediate (with no intermediaries or obstacles) (adj) - gunnn
direction (orientation of motion) (n) - profn
directive, command, order (n) - wtkaks
director (n) - 
dirt, filth (n) - 
dirt, earth (tangible), soil (n) - lofawurp
dirty (contra-clean) (adj) - ksep
disable (v) - 
disagree (v) - 
disagree absolutely, defy (v) - 
disappear (v) - 
disappearance, destruction, eradication (n) - 
disappoint (v) - 
disappointment (n) - wuha
disaster, catastrophe (n) - mecotoownh
disc, disk (n) - hraznugh
discipline (n) - 
discipline (v) - 
discipline, science (n) - 
disclose, reveal (v) - kzboowwt
discourage (v) - 
discover (v) - 
discover, find (v) - 
discuss, talk about (v) - hvewa
disease, illness, sickness (n) - soowza
disembowel, gut, slice open (v) - 
disgraced (adj) - 
disguise (n) - 
disguise (v) - 
disguise, hide (v) - 
dish (shallow concave container on which food is placed) (n) - tsacf'
dish, course (food) (n) - 
dish, specific food (n) - 
dish, traditional (food) (n) - 
dishonest (adj) - 
disintergrate, deteriorate, fall apart (v) - 
disk, disc (n) - hraznugh
dislike (a person) (v) - 
dislike (v) - 
dismiss (v) - 
disobey (orders, commands) (v) - 
disobey, break (rules) (v) - 
disorder, crime (general (n) - 
disperse, scatter (v) - 
display, exhibit, show (v) - lazsegozl
display, show (picture) (n) - 
display, show (picture) (v) - 
displeased (adj) - 
dispute (n) - 
dispute (v) - 
disregard (v) - 
disruptor (n) - 
dissolve (v) - kzugoowpl
distance, range (amount of space from here to there) (n) - kzboks
distinct, new, unique (adj) - 
distinguish, differentiate, tell one from another (v) - comazzofk
distress call (n) - 
distressed, in distress (adj) - 
district, area (geographical) (n) - 
district, area (political) (n) - 
distrust (n) - 
distrust (v) - 
disturb (v) - 
ditch, canal, channel (n) - ch'azp
diversity, diverse abundance (n) - 
divide (v) - tu'ovr, zrir'z, pukkt
divided (adj) - ts'ngi
division (engineering) (n) - 
division (military unit) (n) - 
division (n) - 
division (sciences) (n) - 
do, perfom, carry out, accomplish, engage in (specified activity)
       (v) - ksomeekj
do, be (i.e. what do you do?) (v) - 
do it, engage, go (int suffix) - 
do you understand? (sup-inf, phrase) - 
do, act, take action (v) - 
do, drive, operate (v) - 
dock, hangar, parking lot (n) - 
dock (v) - 
doctor (n) - 
document (n) - hagy
does () - t'e
does not () - t'chssseee
doll, effigy (n) - tzibo*
dome (anything shaped like an upside-down bowl) (n) - ts'put'kjipr
domestic, held (adj) -
dominant (adj) - 
dominant one (MKW3 #101) (n) - kercheee
dominate (v) - 
dominion, empire; region controlled by a people (e.g. the Kzinti
         Hegemony; dr. ) (n) - kheusr
done (excl) - 
to have done, to cause to be done ('I am having the house painted
         (by someone else)') (v) - 
fig. "I request [action] be done at once" (sup.-inf., polite
          phrase) - 
door (n) - t'keegn
doubt (n) - 
doubt (v) - gitugh
down (adv) - kzoowzu
drain (device that removes unwanted liquid) (n) - tzupa
dread (n) - 
dread (v) - 
dream (n) - t'ksohvvits
dream (v) - 
dregs (n) - 
drift, wander (v) - dazvo
drill (tool) (n) - fizhmng
drill (military) (n) - 
drill (military) (v) - 
drink (n) - 
drink (v) - hvuyawd
drive, impel, propel (v) - chnughch
drive, operate (v) - 
drone (weapon) (SFB) (n) - 
drool (n) - 
drool (v) - 
drop (of liquid) (n) - tzahuzd
drop (v) - 
drown (die/kill via immersion) (v) - yale
drug, medicine (n) - 
drum (hollow musical instrument beaten with sticks or hands)
       (n) - yese
drunk, intoxicated (adj) - 
drunkard, lush (n) - 
dry (n) - 
dry (adj) - t'keed
dry (v) - vreefaaba
duel (n) - 
duel (v) - 
Duke (one of four Kzinti high nobles) (SFB) (n) - 
dull (not interesting) (adj) - 
dull, blunt (of little sharpness) (adj) - tzumizhtv
dull yellow (adj) - 
dumbfounded, shocked (adj) - 
duplicate (a copy) - wtazsc
durable, resilient, robust, strong (in this sense) (adj) - dawizoowyc
duration (amount of time consumed) (n) - kshen
dust (n) - h'ake
duty, responsibility, obligation (n) - 
duty station, station (n) - 
duty, mission, quest (n) - 
      my (assigned) duty (inf-sup n, suffix) - 
      your (assigned) duty (sup-inf n, suffix) - 
dwell, live, reside (v) - veeti
dysentery (n) - 
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each, every (adj) - fizhka
ear (body part) (n) - ts'pazwttokch
earlier time, past (the past) (n) - suvu
early, premature (adj / adv) - mibj
earn, be worthy of, deserve, merit (v) - tsupoth
earnest, grave, serious (adj) - kzseks
Earth (proper name) - 'Er'th
earth, dirt, land, soil (n) - 'er'th
earth (tangible), dirt, soil (n) - lofawurp
earthquake (n) - tszazkz
east (n) - h'os
easy, not difficult (adj) - rasahrgiksh
easy, simple, not complex (adj) - 
eat away at, corrode (v) - 
eat, consume, devour (v) - 
eat, nourish oneself (v) - ch'eewufn
"eater of sthondat dung" (n phrase, expletive) - 
eavesdrop (v) - 
eclipse (n) - ztughmegf'
Kzinti term for Eden or Heaven (proper name) - Veldte
edge (n) - sogn
edifice, building (n) - lughtoowbatz
effort, labor, toil, work (n) - rughpalihy
egg (n) - hekoow
eight (n) - t'keet
eighth hour (24 Kzinti minutes) (unit of time on "Homeworld")
         (n) - 
eighth minute (8 seconds) (unit of time on "Homeworld")
         (n) -
either . . . or (conj) - 
elastic (able to regain shape/size after deformation) (adj) - kzgikchhuhv
elder (pron) - 
elder, Senator (n) - 
elect (select by voting) (v) - ksohf'*
electricity (n) - jizaznomw
electromagnetic (adj) - 
elegant, graceful, beautiful (adj) - 
element(s) (n) - jnutkiaad(ti)
element (substance of irreducible simplicity) (n) - kizhdz
elevator, lift, turbolift (n) - senumeebt'ss
ellipse, oval (n) - kchonizhznn
else? next? more? (adj, adv) - 
embark (v) - 
embarrassment (n) - ztibekng
embassy (n) - 
embryo, fetus (n) - kzhirapitz
emergency (n) - 
emissary (n) - 
emit (to send out any form of matter/energy in any manner)
          (v) - raode
emotion, feeling (one in particular) (n) - 
emotion, passion (in general; as opposed to reason or impassiveness) (n) - 
emperor (n) - 
emphasize, accentuate, stress (v) - tsughko
empire, kingdom, holding; region ruled/owned by a single person (dr. )
         (n) - 
empire, dominion; region controlled by a people (e.g. the Kzinti
         Hegemony; dr. ) (n) - 
employ, use, exert (v) - 
employment, job (n) - kshfek'tjuhv
empty, black (as death), deserted, lifeless, uninhabited (adj) - 'z'asr
empty, not full (adj) - tibu
is empty; is open (verb) - egrahreemoz
leaves empty; opens (verb) - egraargeerg
encirclement, surrounding (n) - 
encounter, meet, come across (v) - hivng
encounter, meeting (n) - reet'ss
encourage (v) - 
end (n) - 
end, destroy, eradicate (v) - 
end, conclude, finish () - tsica
endeavor, attempt, try (v) - kshac
endure, bear (v) - 
endure, last (v) - 
enemy (n) - fughfivacnn
enemy, sworn enemy, adversary (n) - 
energize (i.e. thrusters, transporter) (v) - 
energizer (n) - 
energy (n) - wtum
energy being (n) - 
energy field (n) - 
energy, power (n) - 
fig. "Engage!, Go!, Do it!" (int suffix) - 
engine, motor (n) - kskizhrasaks
engineer (n) - 
engineering (as a skill, science) (n) - 
engineering (room, deck) (n) - 
engineering division (n) - 
English (the English language) (n) - Englishti*
enjoy (v) - kcheeb
enormous, gigantic, huge, very large (adj) - kchee
enough (n) - 
enough, stop (v) - 
enough, sufficient (adj) - 
enough, sufficient, barely adequate, "that's just enough"
         (phrase) - 
enough, sufficiently (adv) - hruf
ensign (UFP)(n) - 
enter, go in (v) - raoskt
enthusiasm, zeal (n) - pafk
entire, complete, whole (adj) - kzoowtaz
entirety, whole, all (n) - 
entity (n) - 
entranceway, door, portal (n) - 
enumerate, count, number (v) - ch'epf
envelope (folded paper covering a letter) (n) - gogm
environment, context, surroundings (n) - kshiy
epoch, era, period () - hvahkt
equal (adj) - buwt'ss
equilibrium, balance (n) - gawokost'ss
equipment, gear (n) - 
equitable, fair, just (adj) - tswuhrjizhhv
era (n) - 
era, epoch, period () - hvahkt
eradicate, destroy, end (v) - 
eradication, destruction, disappearance (n) - 
err, mistake, make a mistake (v) - 
err, make a mistake (v) - 
error, mistake (n) - 
escape, flee from, get out (v) - kshukm
escort (v) - 
espionage (n) - 
essay, article (n) - ztguzt
essence, substance (n) - 
essential, necessary (adj) - 
establish, set up (v) - 
establish, ground, base (v) - 
establishment (n) - 
estimate (n) - 
estimate (v) - 
ethics (n) - 
evade, avoid, keep away from, take evasive action (v) - gotileenk
evaporate (v) - raizhvi
even (adj) - 
even (on the same level), level (adj) - tzig
even so, still, nevertheless (conj) - 
evening (n) - iks'z'ees'o
evening (dusk to midnight) (n) - kzazyaz
event, occurence, phenomenon (n) - 
eventually (in the far future) (adv) - tohuheehr
ever (at any time) - ch'eya
every, each (adj) - fizhka
everything, all (pron) - 
everywhere (n) - seekz'w
evil (adj) - cughbi
exact, perfect, precise (adj) - hrire
exaggerate (v) - 
examine (v) - 
examine, inspect (v) - kshazzett
example, sample (n) - ztveepr
excellent, irreproachable, unblemished (adj) - 
excellent, fine (adj) - 
excellent, well done, very good (excl) - 
except for, besides, apart from, other than, excluding (prep) - ksenu
exceptional, special (adj) - 
excessively, too much (adv) - wazhejughfb
exchange, substitute, swap, trade (v) - zizhwkt
excite (v) - 
excited (adj) - 
excited, happy, joyful, exhilarated (adj) - 
exclusively, all, solely (adj) - 
excrement (vulgar n) -
execute (as a punishment) (v) - 
execute, kill, put to death (v) - 
executive (adj) - 
executive (n) - 
exemplar, archetype, model, prototype (n) - wtitizh
exercise, practice (effort made to improve skills/health) (n) - raluts'
exert, use, employ (v) - caalm
exhaust, deplete, consume, expend, use up (v) - kshil
exhibit, show, display (v) - lazsegozl
exhilarated, happy, excited, joyful (adj) - 
exile, willing or knowingly brought upon oneself (v) -
exile, unwilling (v) - 
exist (v) - choowz
exit (n) - 
expand, grow (v) - hrosf
expect, anticipate (believe that something will come/happen)
          (v) - nufy
expedition (n) - 
expend, exhaust, deplete, consume, use up (v) - kshil
expensive, costly (adj) - hizhho
experience (consciously live through an event) (v) - kchay
experiment (n) - chor
experiment (v) - 
expert (adj) - 
explain (v) - 
explode (v) - nufekupz
explosive (n) - 
exposed, naked, nude (without the usual cover) (adj) - voowfizhdanj
expressing, saying, telling (v.t.) - raoowh
extend as far as, reach (v) - t'kuvp
exterior, external, outer (adj) - tsoowjezr
extremity, hand, foot, paw (n) - 
eye (body part) (n) - zteepe
eyebrow (n) - 
eyeglasses, glasses (n) - h'gughkz
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fabric (material made of threads), cloth (n) - kzughyng
face (of a person or animal) (body part) (n) - felu
face (of a thing) (n) - z'e
face (v) - 
face, honor (n) - 
fact (n) - ksatotkt
factory (n) - ciyadodwl
fad, fashion, trend, vogue (n) - zawu
fail (v) - hrakwl
fail to hit/reach/see etc., miss (v) - howo
faint, quiet, soft (of little sonic intensity) (adj) - ts'pih'wetz
fair, equitable, just (adj) - tswuhrjizhhv
faith (n) - 
fake (adj) - 
fall (v) - 
fall/winter season (n) - cheem
fall/winter season in temperate climes (n) - 
fall apart, disintergrate, deteriorate (v) - 
falling (adj) - 
falling, declining, growing worse (adj) - 
false, untrue (adj) - dimj
family (male Kzin and sons) (n) - prughnp
famous (adj) - t'ktikzyapr
fan (device to create air current) (n) - zeetubads
fanatical (adj) - 
fancy, want, desire (v) - 
fang, tooth (body part) (n) - 
fang (n) - 
"Fanged God" (native Kzint deity) (n) - 
"Fanged God's Dome" (MKW4 #58) (Kzinti term for the afterlife)
          (n) - 
"fangs of the Creator!" (SFB CL#11) (curse, expl) - 
far from (prep, w/ gen) - 
far, remote (at/to a great distance) (adj) - hvyarasiwt
farewell (informal v) - 
farewell (int) - 
farewell (very informal) (v) - 
farewell, goodbye (literally "drink blood and tear cattle into
          gobbets") 
          (MKW2 #211)(informal phrase) - 
farewell to several people (very informal) (v) - 
farewell, hello, goodbye, greetings (int) - 
Farlin (star system in Klingon space along Kzinti border) (SFB)
          (proper name) - 
farm (n) - kchcohrdoowwt
farm (v) - 
farmer (n) - 
farmland, cultivated field (n) -
fascinate (v) - 
fascinated (adj) - 

fascination, interest (n) - sezo
fashion, fad, trend, vogue (n) - zawu
fast (adj) - 
fast (adv) - 
fat (oily/greasy material from animal tissue or plant seeds) - 
          tazpehudb
fat, obese, plump (adj) - nonipupm
fat, corpulant, bloated, greedy (adj) - 
fat, fruitful, plentiful (adj) - 
fat, thick (large from one surface to the opposite surface)
          (adj) - t'koyiswl
fat, grease, oil (noun) - thukhu
fatal (adj) - 
fate (n) - 
father (n) - ch'such'
fault (seismic) (n) - 
fault, blame (n) - 
fault, blame, condemn (v) - 
favor, prefer (v) - k'todu
fear (n) - 
fear (be afraid of) (v) - ztase
feather (n) - tzizhja
feces, dung, excrement, offal (n) - tewe
fed up (adj) - 
Federation (n) - 
Federation fleet (n) - 
Federation Border (n) - 
feed (v) - 
feel (experience an emotion/sentiment) (v) - prriksh
feel, touch (perceive with the tactile sense) (v) - hrukumk
feeling, emotion (one in particular) (n) - 
feeling, vibes (n) - 
female (general) (n) - pahi
female (non-Kzin), "she-" (colloq. adj, prefix) - kzolezhaa
female, Kzin (n) - kzinrret
fence (outdoor barrier supported by posts) (n) - k'tov
feral, untamed, wild (adj) - wtroowprcik't
Ferengi(s) (adj, n) - *
fertile (adj) - wteef
festival (n) - 
fetch, retrieve (go to place and bring something back) (v) - kchzeks
fever (n) - redo
few, infrequent (adj) - 
few, handful (a small number of) (adj) - reest'ss
fib, lie (n) - 
fib, lie (v) - 
fiction (n) - raewu
field (cultivated), farmland (n) - 
field (unbroken expanse of land) (n) - ksufatt'ss
field, as an electromagnetic (n) - 
fierce (adj) - 
fifth (num) - uvivufez'
fight, argument, brouhaha (n) - 
fight, combat (v) - reerh
fighter, hunter, provider, soldier, warrior (n) - t'kzintar
filament, thread (n) - ch'azcnn
file (folder containing documents or programs) (n) - 
file (dossier; loose bundle of data) (n) - vazba
file (tool for abrading) (n) - dume
fill (v) - aasr
filled, full (adj) - caka
film (very thin layer) (n) - ch'toks
filth, dirt (n) - 
final, last (after all others) (adj) - ksonewj
find, discover, search out (v) - ts'obe
fine, excellent (adj) - 
fine, tax (n) - 
fine, tax (v) - 
finger (body part) (n) - pinitucs
finish, end, conclude () - tsica
finish, cease, stop, switch off (v) - 
finish, complete (v) - 
finished, accomplished (adj) - 
fire, starfire, plasma (n) - 
fire, flame (n) - t'kughhi
fire phasers (phrase) - 
fire, disruptors (phrase) - 
fireplace, hearth (n) - gidu
firm, company (a business organization) (n) - guhv
firm, resistant to presssure, hard (adj) - rughnu
firmament (n) - ucusuzhunj
first () - adeezr
First Quadrant (containing the Kzinti Hegemony, Klingon Empire,
          Lyran Empire, Hydrans, Trinocs, Vudar, Orion space, 
          over half of the Federation, Rigel 10, Tholians,
          WYN Star Cluster, Bajorans, Breen, Kdatlyno, Bandersnatchi, 
          Grogs, part of Ferengi space, and most of Cardassian space)
          (Alpha Quadrant)
          (proper name) - Adeezr-
fish (n) - 
fissure, crack (n) - hvovf'
fist (body part) (n) - chemd
five (number / pron, adj) - kude
fix, repair (v) - wtis
fix, prepare, make (v) - 
flag, banner (n) - pajf'
flame, fire (n) - 
flank, lateral area, side (n) - ch'ofacv
flap, flutter, wave (v) - 
flared (opening up or spreading out from axis) (adj) - tsikee
flat, planar (adj) - tosajeezl
flat strip, band, tape (n) - wtdaks
flatlands, plains, prairie (n) - 
flavor, taste (n) - h'ughl
flaw, defect, imperfection (n) - pupe
flee, escape, get out (v) - kshukm
fleet (n) - 
fleet (ocean) (n) - 
fleet, swift (adj) - 
flexible (easily able to bend) (adj) - fejee
flight (n) - 
flightless (adj) -
float, fly, hover (v) - raughvu
flood, deluge (n) - jijr
flood (v) - 
floor (n) - kshisugh
flour (grain-powder) (n) - kshleetz*
flow (travel in a current) (v) - k'tepoow
flower (n) - prepizhhs
fly (move through the air) (v) - raizhzi
flutter, wave, flap (v) - 
fly, float, hover (v) - prraarg
fly, move quickly (v) - 
flying object (n) - 
foam, froth (n) - raevafm
focus on, concentrate on, think only about (v) - 
fog (n) - podt'ss
foil, sheet of metal (n) - 
fold (v) - kchidizhcnn
folded (adj) - 
follow (v) - mearoweet'aatrurree
follow on from; to be led by (v) - mearowet'aatrurre
follow, comply, obey (v) - 
food (n) - h'izhce
food (n) - sivri, vukso
food, specific dish (n) - 
food, traditional dish (n) - 
fool (n, v) - 
fool, idiot (n) - 
fool, jerk (n) - 
foolish, silly (adj) - hryikshlazra
foot (n) - 
foot, paw, extremity (on which something stands) (n) - ztjah'
football (American/tackle football) (n) - tzeci*
football, soccer (n) - prizhzizhjwl*
for, because (conj) - 
for any reason (corr) - 
for some other reason (corr) - 
for that reason (corr) - 
for this reason (corr) - 
for whatever reason (corr) - 
for, at (moving towards), to, towards (prep / adv) - t'
for, with regards to, concerning (prep) - 
for (in exchange for) (prep) - yeebugh
for (to benefit; destined for; for the purpose of) (prep) - ksnut'k
forbid, contra-permit, prohibit (v) - tewc
force (n) - kzuhee
force (branch of military service) (n) - 
force (organized unit of individuals) (n) - 
force, physical (e.g. gravity) (n) - 
force, power, strength (n) - 
force (v) - 
force field (n) - 
force upon (v) - 
fore (n) - 
forehead (body part) (n) - yiym
foreign, alien (adj) - 
foreign, outer, fringe (adj) - 
foreigner (n) - 
foremost, chief, main, primary, principle, senior (adj) - sazkl
forest, grove; any group of trees (n) - 
forest, wood, wilderness (n) - chnoch
forever (adv) - 
forget (v) - ch'eeh
forgive, pardon (v) - woru
forgiveness, mercy (n) - 
fork (instrument with 2 or more prongs for picking up something)
          (n) - coyizh
form (take form), build up, appear (v) - 
form, compose (v) - 
form, shape (n) - masr
former, old, not new (adj) - 
forth, forward, onward, out into view (adv) - hrrevees'
fortunate, lucky (adj) - 
forward, ahead (adv) - ztelb
forward, forth, onward, out into view (adv) - hrrevees'
foster, keep, hold, (v, adj affix) - 
foundation, basis (part which supports the rest) (n) - tabughtont
four (number / pron, adj) - ch'amebkt
fourth () - praahraas'
Fourth Quadrant (containing less than half of the Federation,
          the Gorn, Suliban, the Romulan Star Empire, most of the 
          Interstellar Concordium)(Beta Quadrant)  
          (proper name) - Praahraas'-
fragile, delicate (adj) - t'kazzz
frame (structure supporting or surrounding something) (n) - kezukurn
free (at liberty) (adj) - pafiyerj
free (oneself), become independent (v) - hrube
free, independent (adj) - hrube
freedom, independence (n) - 
freeze (v) - h'ughzj
freighter (n) - 
frequency (degree of oftenness or seldomness) (n) - jizn
frequency (radio) (n) - 
frequently, often (adv) - kchilh
friend (n) - tzobu
friendly, agreeable, amicable (adj) - wtumizh
friendly, warm (adj) - 
frigid, chilly, cold (adj) - kshega
fringe, foreign, outer (adj) - 
frolic, play, recreate (v) - t'knizhkzjetz
from (post, w/nom, gen) - 
from (prep prefix)? - 
from, out of, away from (prep) - riwk
front (n) - ts'zoowt'kmoowkch
frontier, boundary, limit (n) - tanm
frost, ice, snow, frozen water (n) - 
froth, foam (n) - raevafm
frozen (adj) - 
frugal, thrifty (adj) - zutizhbovc
fruit (n) - tsog
fruit used to make wine (n) - 
fruitful, fat, plentiful (adj) - hraa
frustrated (adj) - 
fuel (n) - goowjazdaff'
full, filled (adj) - caka
fully, completely, very much (adv) - 
function, work, succeed (v) - 
functional, useful (adj) - 
funeral (n) - 
funny, comical (adj) - sevodeff'
fur (on the body) (n) - 
fur, Kzin (n) - 
furless (SFB, CL#15) (expletive) - 
furnish, provide, supply (v) - tzuv
furniture (n) - hvegd
furrow, groove, rut (n) - ch'uwa
fuse (v) - aarongaapa, tkeoz'
fusing (adv) - tkeoz'ye
future (the future) (n) - poowzr


G

gain, acquire, get, obtain (v) - kzoowboow
gain, profit (n) - t'kif
galactic rim (n) - 
galaxy (n) - 
gallant, brave (adj) - 
galley (n) - 
game (rule-governed system of competition) (n) - tsunamf'
game, match (one encounter between competitors) (n) - tsazw
garbage, rubbish, trash material (also an insult) (n) - kshoh
gargle (v) - 
garment (item of clothing) (n) - ksfizhhr
gas (form of matter) (n) - 
gas (n) - tziki
gate, barrier (n) - 
gather, collect (bring or come together) (v) - rruwreerg, vifo
gathering, assembly (n) - 
gathered (v, past part.) - f'az
gear, equipment (n) - 
gear (toothed wheel) - ts'ahizh
gel, jelly (gelatinous semi-solid material) (n) - k'tif
gem, jewel (n) - tzazce
gender, sex () - toowfi
gene (n) - tsbughkch
genealogist (n) - 
genealogy (n) - 
general, common (shared by all members of a group) (adj) - tsageenh
general, nonspecific (adj) - 
general (rank) (n) - 
generous, charitable (adj) - foowzu
genesis, creation (n) - 
genius (n) - 
gentle, mild (adj) - kulm
gesture (v) - hvreeh'tizhzt
get (unflattering term for offspring) (n) - 
get, acquire, gain, obtain (v) - kzoowboow
get, capture, grab, have, seize, take (v) - jizhsee, ts'oowfi
get out, flee (v) - 
ghost, monster, nightmare (n) - tzad
gift, present (n) - 
gift, talent (n) - 
gigantic, enormous, huge, very large (adj) - kchee
girl (female child) (n) - h'omwl
give, yield, bestow (v) - uhuk
give unwillingly (v) - 
gives up, surrenders; raises up (v) - grrreksees'oz
give willingly (v) - 
give, add, append, join so as to cause increase (v) - fazwelughlwl
give, present (v) - neevo
given (v) - zrrinj, neevosh
glad (adj) - 
glad, happy, cheerful (adj) - 
glass (n) - tzazcugh
glass (material) (n) - 
glass (tumbler) (n) - 
glasses, eyeglasses (n) - h'gughkz
glide (v) - 
glider (n) - 
glove (n) - ztlakchlahr
glow (v) - 
go (move from starting point to elsewhere) (v) - t'kpoowra
go away from, depart, leave (v) - wopo
go in, enter (v) - raoskt
go to (imp. v) - 
fig. "Go!, Engage!, Do it!" (v suffix) - 
goal (n) - 
God (n) - F'sraz*, Griaahr*
god, diety (n) - tzad
goes up (verb) - hrreegriwarg
gold (precious metal) (n) - ch'aw
golden, gold-colored (adj) - 
gone, all gone (adj) - 
good (adj) - hwerg, oc', hveen
good (excl) - 
good, correct, satisfactory (inf->sup adj) - 
good, correct, satisfactory (sup->inf adj) - 
goodbye, farewell (literally "drink blood and tear cattle into
          gobbets") 
          (MKW2 #211)(informal phrase) - 
goodbye, hello, greetings, farewell (int) - 
goods, merchandise, wares (n) - raag
Gorn (proper n) - Gorn*, (plural) Gornti*
gossip, rumor (n) - 
gossip, rumor (v) - 
govern (v) - 
government (n) - tzpits'tizhksh
government, Hegemony (n) - 
gown (n) - 

grab, capture, get, have, take, seize (v) - jizhsee, ts'oowfi
graceful, lithe, swift (adj) - 
graceful, elegant, beautiful (adj) - 
gradual () - penu
graduate (v) - 
grain (n) - 
grammar (n) - 
grand, great (prefix) (adj) - 
Grand Alliance (Federation, Gorn, Hydran, Kzinti, Tholian alliance
          during the General War) (SFB) (proper n) - 
grasp, hold (v) - vibu
grass, sprout (n) - grrreepeenj
grass-eater, grass-grazer (MKW2 #292) (expletive) - 
grateful, thankful (adj) - ch'upt'ss
gratified, pleased (adj) - 
grave (burial site) (n) - 
grave, earnest, serious (adj) - kzseks
gravity (n) - wugilukf
gravity-polarizer (noun) - 
gray (grey) (color) (adj) - vasg
grease, fat, oil (noun) - thukhu
great, grand (adj) - zrejoz'unj
great, wonderful (adj) - 
greater (adj) - aji
greedy, bloated, fat, corpulant (adj) - ztedz
green (adj) - grrrung
green (bluish) (adj) - sughbm
green (yellowish) (adj) - 
greeting (noun) - vukso
greeting, informal; also * if greeting multiple people (v) - vuksoti
greetings, farewell, hello, goodbye (int) - 
grew (v, past) - avr
grey (gray) (color) (adj) - vasg
grind (v) - posw
gripe (v) - 
groove, furrow, rut (n) - ch'uwa
ground, establish, base (v) - 
ground, land, terra firma (n) - 
grounds, property (n) - 
group (n) - figu
group, party (n) -
grove, forest; any group of trees (n) - 
grow, expand (v) - hrosf
grow beyond, leave behind, cast off/out/away (v) -
gruel-like, thin, greasy soup (n) - 
guard (n) - 

guard (v) -
guard, monitor, watch, tend (v) - tsekecd
guardian (n) - 
guess (n) -
guess, conjecture (v) - prizhsp
guest (n) - 
guide, lead (v) - fijo
guide, chief, commander, leader (n) - ts'ehv
guilty, blame-worthy (adj) - wtufugh
guitar (stringed instrument played with the fingers) (n) - k'tic*
gun, handgun (ballistic weapon) (n) - kcheeri
gunner (n) - 
gunpowder (n) - 
gut, slice open, disembowel (v) - 
gymnastics (n) - ksnowt


H

habit, custom, routine practice (n) - ch'mots'
had (v, past) - ow'ks'u, rrub
haggle, negotiate, bargain (v) - 
hail (n) - hviwubd
hair (a strand of fibrous material growing from the body)
          (n) - kszutsbazts'
hair (material) (n) - 
hair (on the body as a collective entity; non-Kzinti) (n) - reeku
hairless (lit. "has no fur"; often used as an insult to  
          humans and humanoids) (adj) - 
half (n) - kstotsfughks
half hour (97 Kzinti minutes) (unit of time on "Homeworld")
          (n) - 
half minute (32 seconds) (unit of time on "Homeworld")
          (n) -
halt, stay, stop (v) - 
hammer (n) - hvazuzm
hand (n) - 
hand, paw (body part) (n) - lebe
handful, few (adj) - 
handgun, gun (n) - kcheeri
handle (part by which something is held) (n) - tzazch
handsome (adj) - 
hang, dangle, suspend (v) - kchvizhts'
hangar, dock, parking lot (n) - 
hangover (n) - 
happen, occur (v) - chazvo
happy, excited, joyful, exhilarated (adj) - yawn
happy, glad, cheerful (adj) - yawv
hard (like a rock) (adj) - 
hard, difficult, challenging (adj) - yeelnn
hard, firm, resistant to presssure (adj) - rughnu
harm, hurt, abuse, damage, injure (v) - dazfwl
harmful (adj) - 
harmony (pleasing combination of stimuli) (n) - motizh
harness (n) - ztura
harp (n) - 
harsh, violent (adj) - chtikshfuh'
harvest (n) - 
harvest (v) - 
hassle, annoyance, problem (n) - 
hassle, bother, annoy (v) - 
hasten, rush, hurry () - ch'witzjizhksh
hat, cap (n) - hrmupr
hate, detest, despise, be disgusted by (v) - t'kughgt
hate, hatred (n) - 
have, capture, get, grab, seize, take (v) - jizhsee, ts'oowfi
have, possess (v) - 
have, allow, let, permit (v, present) - zughtl, grrizhohirg, prr'ts
have (possess / be furnished with) (v, present) - dusazwitg
have done, cause to be done (v) - 
he (m pron) - razhuu'
head (body part) (n) - fopa
head administrator (n) - 
head of civillian service (arch. n) - 
Head of House, Lord (n) - 
Head of Household, senior servant (n) - 
head of, (one) in charge of (adj prefix) - 
heading, course (n) - 
headquarters, center, complex (n) - 
heal (v) - 
healer, doctor (n) - 
health, freedom from illness (n) - 
health, well-being (n) - 
healthy (adj) - rakoch'vazkz
heap, stack of things or of a substance, pile (n) - prkihv
hear (v) - ch'kitzwohv
hear (passive v) - 
hear, attend, heed (v) - 
hear, detect (v) - 
lit. "hear another?", fig. expression of wonder, disbelief - "Oh really?"
           (phrase) - 
lit "hear me", attend me (phrase) - 
heart (n) -  
heart (body part) (n) - prwawt
hearth, fireplace (n) - gidu
heat, warmth (n) - noowdugh
heat (v) - 
Kzinti term for Heaven or Eden (n) - Veldte
heavy (of much weight) (adj) - razfizhcejp
heel (body part) (n) - k'twahvgora
height (distance from ground/baseline to top) (n) - cekee
heir, successor (not necessarily a relative) (n) - 
held, domestic (adj suffix) - 
helix (any corkscrew-shaped object) (n) - chweksfokch
hell, underworld (place of dishonored dead) (n) - k'twohv
hello, goodbye, greetings, farewell (int) - 
helm (n) - 
helmet (n) - ztor
helmsman (n) - 
help (v) - 
help, aid, assistance, service (n) - 
help, serve, aid, assist (v) - hroku
hence, ago (adj) - 
her (dat pron) - 
her (poss pron) - 
here (corr) - 
here (in/to this place) (ref. to one's postion in spacetime: 'I am here'
          or 'Come here', but not 'Here is the cup')
          (adv) - yohiweerwl
here, hereabouts (n) - 
hero (n) - kzin   plural (heroes) - kzinti
"Heroes' Tongue" (Kzinti language) (n) - Kzints'utng
hesitate, pause, suspend action temporarily () - k'teht'ss
hidden, dark, unforseeable, unknown (adj) - 
hide, disguise (v) - 
hide, cloak, conceal (v) - ztdiwt
high, tall (of much height), above others (adj) - pohewopb
High Admiral (rank in Kzinti navy) (n) - pohewopb-aarazhatk'
high command (n) - 
highest, superior (adj) - 
highly developed, advanced (adj) - 
hill (n) - radught'k
him (pron) - 
hinder, interfere (v) - hvgazkz
hindrance, interference (n) - 
hinge (n) - yern
hip (body part) (n) - kzyozt
his (pron) - grr'kzesrong
history (n) - 
hit (n) - 
hit, strike (v) - kchap
hockey (n) - yewazsizhgs*
hold back, inhibit, restrain (v) - h'ayoowtc
hold, grasp (v) - vibu
hold, foster, keep (v, adj affix) - 
hole (n) - ksbeekz
holiday (n) - ksheefuct
hollow (adj) - wazsv
holster (n) - 
holster (v) - 
holy, sacred (adj) - kzoowwee
home, house, dwelling-place (n) - 
home, hearth (n) - 
lit "Star of home", fig. 61 Ursae Majoris (n) - 
honest (adj) - 
honey (n) - zeekb*
honor (n) - 
honor, do honor to (v) - 
honor, face (n) - 
honored (adj) - 
hook (n) - ts'iy
hope (n) - 
hope (v) - kchcehr
horizontal (adj) - ksdukstoowt'k
horn (bone-like growth from animal's head) (n) - tsak
horn (makes noise when blown) (n) - rocu
hospital (n) - h'eejj
hostage (n) - 
hot (adj) - kzpoh'
hotel, inn (n) - pruhilk
hour (n) - lavizhjasnn
hour (194 Kzinti minutes) (3.46 Earth hours, 207.6 Earth minutes)
          (local time unit of "Homeworld") (n) - 
hourglass (n) - ts'eesng
house, home, dwelling-place (a free-standing, man-made, inhabited
           building) (n) - heht'ss
House(s) (clan, family) (irreg n) - 
House, head of (n) - 
hover, fly, float (v) - 
how? (in what manner?) how (e.g. "how wonderful," "how cold it is")
          (adv) - ksofaz
how (corr) - 
however, but, nevertheless, nonetheless (conj) - k'tohazrl
however, in whatever way (corr) - 
hubris, ambition, extreme pride (n) -
hue, color (n) - 
huge, gigantic, very large, enormous (adj) -kchee
hull (n) - 
human (derog n) - 
Humanity, Human, Humans (non-derog) (proper n) - Yumanti*
humanoid (n) - 
humble, modest (adj) - tzpuwt
hummingbird-sized blood-drinking avian
           (n) - See Animal, Kzin
humorous, comical, funny (adj) - sevodeff'
hundred (pron, adj) - 
hungry (adj) - 
hunt (n) - 
hunt, pursue (with intent to capture and/or devour) (v) - jeehaz
hunter, fighter, provider, soldier, warrior (n) - t'kzintar
hurry, hasten, rush () - ch'witzjizhksh
hurry (v) - 
hurt (n) - 
hurt (v) - 
hurt, injure, abuse, damage, harm (v) - dazfwl
hurt, injured, abused (adj) -
hurt, pain (v) - 
husband (n) - nefe*
Hydran (SFB) (n) - 
hyena-like animal (n) - See Animal, Kzin
hypnotize (v) - 

I

I (pron) - Sraap'
ice (n) - chazughdnn
ice, ice cube (n) - 
ice, frost, snow, frozen water (n) - 
idea, concept (thought-bundle) (n) - jonk
identical (adj) - 
identify (v) - 
idiot, fool (n) - 
if (on condition that...; supposing that...) (conj) - ztarw
ignorant (adj) - 
ill, sick (adj) - 
ill-treat, misuse, abuse (v) - 
illegal (adj) - 
illness, sickness, disease (n) - soowza
illusion, monster, ghost, nightmare, false image (n) - 
image, likeness (n) - ks'cep
image, picture (n) - kzeed
imagine (v) - gejw
imitate, mimic (v) - tzeyolb
immediate, direct (with no intermediaries or obstacles) (adj) - gunnn
imminently, soon (adv) - 
immortal (adj) - 
impact, strike (n) - 
impact, strike (v) - 
impatient (adj) - 
impel, drive, propel (v) - chnughch
important (adj) - tseewugh
important or consequential thing (n) - 
impose, put, inflict (v) - 
impoverished, poor, wretched (adj) - tzotazdn
impressive (adj) - 
imprison, shut in, confine (v) - 
improve (v) - 
impulse drive/power (n) - 
in (prep, temporal sense, post w/nom) - proninj
in (temporl/spacial sense, prep w/nom) - g'cu
in, at, on (prep w/ nom) - 
in (located inside of) (prep) - kewa
inclination, propensity, tendency (n) - kass
inclined/declined, sloped (not horizontal) (adj) - hizhtaz
include, count (v) - 
incompetent (insult) (adj) - 
incompetent, unskilled, unable to perform adequately (not an insult)
          (adj) - 
incorrect, wrong (adj) - jinehacs
increase (become or make greater in quantity) (v) - k'tpuks
indeed, truly (int) - 
fig. "indeed, is that so, oh yeah?" (int) - 
indentation, dent, nick (n) - priji
independence, freedom (n) - 
independent, free (adj) - hrube
independent, free (v) - hrube
indicate (v) - ch'iyiyk
indigestion (n) - 
indigo (adj) - 
individual (one considered separately from one's species)
          (n) - kchijo
inexpensive, cheap (adj) - tzafa
infant, baby (n) - ch'leeh'yohv
infect (v) - 
infection (n) - 
inferior (adj) - 
inferior (n) - 
infirmary (n) - 
inflation, swelling (n) - jebw
inflict, put, impose (v) - 
influence (n) - 
influence (v) - 
inform (v) - 
inform, tell (v) - 
informal greeting (v) - 
information (answers) (n) - ts'ught
information, data (n) - 
information, intelligence (n) - 
infrequent, few (adj) - 
inhabit (v) - 
inhabitant (n) - 
inhabitant, citizen (n) - 
inhabited (adj) - 
inhibit, hold back, restrain (v) - h'ayoowtc
injure, harm, hurt, abuse, damage (v) - dazfwl
injure physically (v) - 
injured physically (adj) - 
injured, hurt, abused (adj) - 
injury (physical, to a person) (n) - 
injustice (but not crime) (n) - 
ink (n) - yaye
inn, hotel (n) - pruhilk
inner, internal, interior (adj) - ztyehv
"inner-worlds palace fop" (MKW3 #74) (n phrase, insult) - 
innocence (n) - 
innocent (adj) - linoowpujy
inquire, ask (v) - tzyawt
insane, crazy, mad (adj) - hvekanm
inside (prep w/nom) - 
insignificant, small (adj) - 
insist (v) - 
inspect, examine (v) - kshazzett
inspiration (n) - 
instance, iteration, occasion, time (do it 2 times)(n) - chizhs
instant, moment () - gizhhe
instead of, rather than (prep) - kspoowhrnokz
instinct (n) - 
instruct, teach (v) - 
instruction book, manual (documentation) (n) - 
instrument, agent, cause (n) - 
instrument panel, screen, monitor (n) - 
insubordinate (adj) - 
insubstantial, light (weight), buoyant (adj) - 
insufficiently, too little (adv) - h'uf
insult (n) - kshim
insult (v) - 
insult, slander (colloq); spit (v) - 
insurance (protective contractual arrangement) (n) - ztizhct
insurrection (n) - 
intelligence, information (n) - 
intelligence, understanding (n) - 
intelligence agency and secret police of the Hegemony ("Whiskers")
            (SFB CL#15) (n) - Hurizhsus
intelligence agent (n) - 
intelligent (adj) - zoowwnn
intend, mean to, do deliberately, have as a purpose (v) - tzizhzejc
intense, concentrated, dense (of much density), thick (adj) - k'tids
intentionally, on purpose (adv) - 
interest (desire to pay attention to something), fascination (n) - sezo
interesting (adj) - 
interfere, hinder (v) - hvgazkz
interference (n) - 
interference, hindrance (n) - 
interior, inner, internal (adj) - ztyehv
intermediary, agent, representative (n) - 
intermittent, irregular, sporadic (adj) - vumoowmost
internal, inner, interior (adj) - ztyehv
international (adj) - kzbech'cutz*
interrogate (v) - 
interrogation (n) - 
interrogation room, jail, prison, brig (n) - t'kbizhwtkikch
~interrogative~ kzerr placed after a verb makes the sentence a question
          (interr) - kzerr
interrupt (v) - 
interruption (n) - 
interval; between, while (adv) - wrir'
interval (quantity of time between 2 events) (n) - chizhka
into ( ) - 
intoxicated, drunk (adj) - 
introduce (v) - 
introduction (n) - 
invade (v) - 
invariant, constant, stable (adj) - noowpp
invasion (n) - 
invent, devise (plan something which has never been made before)
          (v) - kchdizhts
invention (n) - 
inverted, upside-down (adj) - ch'rechgipr
invest (v) - ch'iy
investment, stock (n) - 
invite (v) - chughla
ion (n) - 
iris (of the eye) (body part) (n) - cazvj
iron (n) - zazyu
irregular, intermittent, sporadic (adj) - vumoowmost
irreproachable, excellent, unblemished (adj) - 
irritable (adj) - 
is (v) - the
island (n) - zteb
issue, edition (of periodical, etc.) (n) - kshtiks
it (dat pron) - 
it (nom pron) - vraanj
iteration, instance, occasion, time (do it 2 times) (n) - chizhs
its (pron) - vraanjee
itself (pron) - vvraanjeel

J

jab, stab (v) - ch'oml
jacket (short and/or lightweight coat) (n) - wtyach
jade (green gemstone) (n) - care
jail, prison, brig, interrogation room (n) - t'kbizhwtkikch
jar, jug (big wide-mouthed bottle) (n) - ch'oyunj
jealousy, envy (n) - mozoowbesw
jelly (gelatinous semi-solid material), gel (n) - k'tif
jerk, fool (n) - 
jewel, gem (n) - tzazce
job, assignment, chore, task (n) - kshnuh'
job, employment (n) - kshfek'tjuhv
jog, run (v) - 
join (v) - 
joining (n) - 
joint, connection, junction (n) - wtogibt
joke, jest (n) - 
jolt, blow of force, stroke (n) - kzodoowkf'
journal, log (n) - 
journey, trip, voyage (n) - soowmejiwm
joyful, happy, excited, exhilarated (adj) - 
judge, decide, conclude (v) - ch'wowtkats
judge (anyone who judges) (n) - 
judge (compare something to criteria), form an opinion about (v) - tzesc
judgement (n) - 
juice (fluid extracted from something) (n) - ts'oowkkt
jump (n) - 
jump, leap (v) - chazja
junction, connection, joint (n) - wtogibt
junior rank in the Kzinti infantry (n) - 
jurisdiction (n) - 
jury (n) - wted
just, equitable, fair (adj) - tswuhrjizhhv
just, merely, only (adv) - tztetzsh'
justice (n) - 

K

Kdaptism, Kdaptist (an heretical religion, and its followers, that
          believe God did not create Kzinti, so Kzinti must wear masks
          of human skin to trick God into answering their prayers and 
          letting them into their Heaven) (MKW) (n) - kdaptti
keen, sharp, acute, pointy (adj) - prlokchlizhk't
keep, continue to (v) -
keep a reckoning, settle a score (v) - 
keep, hold, foster (v, adj affix) - 
keep, retain, save, go on having (v) - chtohr
keep away from, avoid, evade (v) - gotileenk
keep on being/doing, continue () - ts'att
key (metal device for opening a lock) (n) - ztip
kick (v) - rohr
kidnap (v) - 
kidney (body part) (n) -  muty
kill (v) - hrowizhtt'ss
kill, execute, put to death (v) - 
kind, sort, type, variety (of...) (n) - eeyivromeng, derf'
kind, gentle, nice (adj) - 
kindness, mercy, charity (n) - 
king (n) - tsupipb*
kingdom, empire, holding; region ruled/owned by a single person
          (n) - 
kiss (v) - tsusaz*
"kitten-eater" (MKW3 #55) (expletive) - 
Klingon (n) - Klinghan*, Klinghanti*,  (derog) tzakti (literally "bumps")
Klingon Neutral Zone (n) - 
knack, skill, talent (n) - tzuc
knee (body part) (n) - ts'let'kkura
kneel (v) - 
knife (n) - veebnn
           special purpose, blunt-tipped Kzintosh knife (MKW1 #231)
          (n) - wtsai
knob (n) - tsughvo
know (v) - t'kev
knowledge (n) - t'kazl
known as, called (v) - 
"kshat-hunter" (MKW3 #75) (expletive) - 
Kzin-home (Kzinti homeworld) (n) - 


L

label (n) - cipoowhunn
label (v) - 
labor, effort, toil, work (n) - rughpalihy
lack (be without) (v) - nilm
lacking, without, with no... (prep) - cazloowjobw
ladder (n) - huzl
ladle, spoon (n) - 
lair, den, nest (an animal's self-made house) (n) - raeecups
lake, pond, enclosed body of water (n) - raoji
lame (adj) - 
lamp (n) - balo
lance (n) - lutebughkj
land, soil, earth (contrasted with sea and sky) (n) - tseeyj
land, ground, terra firma (n) - zeez'aasi
land (v) - 
landing party (n) - 
language (n) - ts'utng
large, big (of much size) (adj) - cheepozs
very large, gigantic, huge, enormous (adj) - kchee
last attained, prior, preceding (contra-next), previous (adj) - yokl
last one, last among several (pron) - 
last, final (after all others) (adj) - ksonewj
last, endure (v) - 
late, tardy (adj / adv) - ch'oyuyb
later, more late (adj) - 
later, at a later time (adv) - 
lateral (adj) - 
lateral area, flank, side (n) - ch'ofacv
laterally (adv) - 
laud, compliment, praise (v) - hefy
laugh (n) - tsic
laugh (v) - 
law (a rule enforced by a government) (n) - raacujkt
lawyer (not exact equivalent), advocate, one who speaks for another
          in court (n) - 
layer (n) - 'nu
layer (n) - nocolijm
lazy (adj) - 
lead by, under command of (prep prefix) -
lead, guide (v) - fijo
lead (metal) (n) - h'oowcajd
leader, chief, commander, guide (n) - ts'ehv
leaf (n) - t'kil
leaf-eater (n / expletive) - 
leak (n) - 
leak (v) - 
leap, jump (v) - chazja
learn (v) - h'usosy
least (suff. to adj) - chmitsbuts'
least (to the smallest degree) (adv) - hvcurajopr
leather (prepared hide) (n) - kizhzugh
leave, depart, go away from (v) - wopo
leave behind, cast off/out/away, grow beyond (v) - 
lecture, address (n, v) - 
led, to be led by; to follow on from (v) - mearowet'aatrurre
left (side), lefthand (adj) - kchyits
left over, remainder, remnant, rest (of...) (n) - toowzugh
leg (body part) (n) - ztizhgee
legal (adj) - 
legion (military unit) (n) - 
legionnaire(s) (n) -
lend (v) - zteese
length (distance from one end to the other) (n) - yazhuferw
lengthy, long (adj) - 
lens (n) - yida
less (suff to adj) - wtift
less (to a smaller degree) (adv) - wtazsijv
lesser (adj) - ch'um
let (v, v.t.) - feeop, hweez'uz
let, permit, allow (v) - zughtl, grrizhohirg, prr'ts
letter (message written and mailed) (n) - tzvowt
level, even (on the same level) (adj) - tzig
lever (n) - k'tlot'krakch
library (n) - dema
lie, falsehood, fib, prevaricate (v) - hrerockt
lie, recline (v) - hvoowku
lieutenant (literally "operative officer")  (working officer's rank
          in Kzinti fleet)(SFB CL#12) (n) - 
life (n) - eelo
life sign (n) - 
life-support system (n) - 
lifeless, black (as death), deserted, empty, uninhabited (adj) - 'z'asr
lift (make higher, better) (v) - 
lift (physically) (v) - 
lifter (n) - 
lifter (one who lifts) (n) -
lifter, a type of cargo conveyance (n) - 
light (of little weight) (adj) - wtmuchgots
light (visible electro-magnetic radiation) (n) - tsoownm
light(s) (opposite of darkness) (n) - ee's, 'khethaas'u
light (weight), not heavy (adj) - 
light (weight), buoyant, insubstantial (adj) - 
light, bright (adj) - ohr''
lightning (n) - ztpoch
like, enjoy, be pleased by, derive pleasure from (v) - kcheeb
like, as, image of, likeness of, similar to (as in "looks like a
          Human") (prep) - ksheeyoowrv
likeness, image (n) - uses'aafu
like, prefer (v) - 
limit, boundary (n) - tanm
limit (v) - 
line (series of contiguous points) (n) - joowgizh
line, rope (n) - 
linger, stay, remain, wait (v) - meezs
lip (body part) (n) - kshud
liquid (n) - yughlu
liquor (n) - 
list (n) - detw
listen (v) - 
lithe, graceful, swift (adj) - 

little (a small quantity of) (adj) - raikohh
little (to a small degree; with almost no intensity) (adv) - k'tgukshdehr
live, reside, dwell (v) - veeti
live (adj) - 
live (be alive) (v) - t'kovary
liver (body part) (n) - hrbira
living (adj) - m'seezr
load, burden (n) - t'kalizhkr
locality (n) - 
locate, place (v) - 
location, place (n) - ojurojo, chazd
lock (device for securing doors) (n) - heezughfizhym
log, journal (n) - 
logic (formalized process of reasoning) (n) - hvuyf
lonely (feeling undesirable solitude) (adj) - ch'azuvp
long (time) (of much duration) (adj) - t'kizhcnn
long, lengthy (of much length) (distance) (adj) - rimf
long ago (in the far past) (adv) - zopugh
look (at) (v) - 
look, appear, seem (v) - 
look there, look at this (phrase), behold (v, v.t.,
          interjection) - injadajos'
look (for), search, seek (v) - 
look, view; viewer, screen (slang) (n, v prefix) - 
loop, circuit, closed curve (n) - vubg
loose (contra-snug), baggy (adj) - tziwa
loose, not tight (adj) - 
loose (contra-taut), slack (adj) - jecwl
loose, wild, game (adj) -
loosen (v) - 
Lord (n) - Yohj
lord, master (n) - yohj
lose, abandon (cease having; contra-acquire) (v.t.) - k'tfuk't
loud (of much sonic intensity) (adj) - k'tufe
love (n) - 
love (v) - ksewkt
low, short (not tall) (adj) - ztreets
loyal (adj) - geerughbaztm
luck, chance, randomicity (n) - hrjoowksmawt
luckily (adv) - 
lucky, fortunate (adj) - 
Lumien (Kzinti star system along Klingon border) (SFB) - Lumien
lump, clod, blob, piece of no particular shape (n) - gughjwl
lunch (midmeal) (n) - 
lung (body part) (n) - tssut'kpeeh'
lush, drunkard (n) - 
lymph organ (n) - , (body part) 
Lyran (SFB) (n) - 

M

machine (device with moving parts) (n) - kzsiprhera 
machinery (n) - 
mad, angry (adj) - 
mad, crazy, insane (adj) - hvekanm
madam (n) - 
made (v) - grrrez', vi, vriug
magazine (periodical publication) (n) - wtegp
magic, sorcery (n) - prvits'dura
magnet (n) - dogb
mail (transmit postally) (v) - tsipughht'ss
main, chief, foremost, primary, principal, senior (adj) - sazkl
maintain, preserve (keep something in good condition) (v) - k'tul
maintenance (n) - 
major (the rank) (n) - 
majority (n) - hocz
make do with, use, take advantage of (v) - 
make, create; name, christen (v) - grr'ajerg, hizhvizhhocng
make, prepare, fix (v) - 
make, render (impart quality X to Y; e.g. "I make you sad")
          (v) - hizhnh
male (general) (n) - ts'izhcigf
male (non-Kzin) (n) - tseefaac
malleable, soft, yielding to pressure (adj) - zharokh
malt (n) - 
Man, mankind, humanity (humans, non-derogatory) (proper n) - Yumanti
man (male, adult Kzin) (n) - kzintosh
Man-Sun (Kzinti name for Earth's sun, Sol)
          (proper name) - Yumanti-
manage (v) - 
manager (n) - 
maneuver (n) - 
maneuver (v) - 
manner, method, technique, way (of doing) (adj) - ztimo
manual (documentation), instruction book (n) - 
manual, by hand (adj) - 
manuscript (n) - 
many, numerous (a large number of) (adj) - bici
map (drawing of planet's surface) (n) - kopi
mark (visible traces left behind) (n) - kchihaz
market (place where goods are bought/sold/traded) (n) -peno
Marquis (one of four Kzinti high nobles) (SFB) (n) - 
marriage (spousal relationship) (n) -zigo*
marry (v) - 
marsh, wetlands, swamp (n) - 
master, lord (n) - yohj
master, owner (n) - 
match, correlate (v) -
match, agree (v) - 
match (little fire-stick) (n) - tonf'
match (a thing suitably associated with another) (n) - kzuje
match, game (one encounter between competitors) (n) - tsazw
"mate with sthondats" (MKW2 #151) (expletive) - 
material, matter, substance (n) - cotoow
matter (n) - 
matter, material, substance (n) - cotoow
matter, signify (v) - 
mature, adult (adj) - hrivoow
may (pref to v) - 
may, is permitted to (v) - oks
maybe, perhaps, possibly (adv) - hrucf'
mayday, distress call (n) - 
me (pron) - 
meal (n) - 
mean (adj) - 
mean to, intend (v) - 
mean, denote (v) - 
meandering, convoluted, serpentine (adj) - ksoowcivnn
meaning (semantic content of a word) (n) - kchnoowpr
measure (v) - tsizhdy
measurement, unit of; amount measured (n) - 
meat (food) (n) - zrrut
meat (flesh) (n) - t'kal
mediate, conduct diplomacy, negotiate (v) - 
medicine (n) - 
medicine (substance that makes one healthy) (n) - neewkt
medicine, drug (n) - 
medicine (the science/art of) (n) - 
meet, encounter, come across (v) - hivng
meeting, encounter (n) - reet'ss
meets (a person); sees (a person) (v) - eelo
melt (v) - kcheco
member (of group/organization) (n) - tscokznuzt
memory banks (n) - 
men (n) - 
menu (n) - 
merchandise, goods, wares (n) - raag
mercantile, relating to commerce (adj) - 
merchant (n) - 
mercy, forgiveness (n) - t'kughb
mercy, kindness, charity (n) - 
merely, just, only (adv) -tztetzsh'
merit, be worthy of, deserve, earn (v) - tsupoth
mesh, net, web (n) - 
mess up (vulgar phrase) - 
message (batch of transmitted information) (irreg n) - feevng
messenger, runner (n) - 
messy, sloppy (adj) - 
metal (n) - tzazratz
metal sheet, foil (n) - 
metallic gleam, sheen (adj) - ohr
meteor (n) - 
method, manner, technique, way (of doing) (n) - ztimo
microscope (n) - veesf'
midday (n) - 
middle, center (n, adj) - uverg'wu, hutugh
middle of the night, graveyard shift (midnight to dawn) 
          (n) - faznazwetz
midnight (n) - fids
mild, gentle (adj) - kulm
military (adj) - wtlekchpazt
military (n) - wtlekchpazt
military service (n) - 
military training (n) - 
military training center (n) - 
milk (n) - ksazhegf'
milkbeast(s) (SFB, CL#15) (expletive) - 
milk brother (a Kzin born of the sam mother but a separate litter.
          Human equivalent is "cousin") (SFB, CL#15) - 
mill (place where raw materials are processed) (n) - tsgakchvah'
mimic, imitate (v) - tzeyolb
mind, intellect (n) - kshizhcs
mine (n) -
mine (v) - 
miner (n) - 
mineral, ore (n) - raibi
miniscule, very tiny (adj) - tzohe
minority (n) - cusazchizhng
minute (n) - t'kzoowkz
minute(s) (64 seconds) (n) - 
miracle (n) - codd
mirror (n) - hvughwee
misinterpret (v) -
mismatched, odd, uneven (adj) - 
misplace (lose; become unable to find) (v) - hrinu
miss, fail to hit/reach/see etc. (v) - howo
Miss, Ms. (n) - nazyolokd*
mission, duty, quest (n) - 
missle (n) - 
missle (v) - 
misstep, trip (n) - 
misstep, trip (v) - 
Missus, Mrs. (n) - t'kohuht*
mist, vapor (n) - dohwl
mistake, err, make a mistake (v) - 
mistake, error (n) - 
Mister, Mr. (n) - kshjakshboowts*
misuse, ill-treat, abuse, waste (v) - t'kekizh
mix (n) - 
mix, blend (v) - kszahvgeezt
model, archetype, exemplar, prototype (n) - wtitizh
modest, humble (adj) - tzpuwt
module (n) - 
molecule (n) - h'afughkkt
molecular (adj) - 
moment, an instant () - gizhhe
money, assets, wealth (n) - fo
money, cash (n) - hrtizhch'hazhr
monitor, guard, watch over (v) - tsekecd
monitor, screen, instrument panel (n) - 
monkeymeat (derogatory term for human flesh as food by Kzinti)
          (MKW1#84) (n) - 
monkeyship (deogatory term for a ship crewed by humanoids)
          (MKW1 #187) (n) - 
monster, ghost, nightmare, false image (n) - 
month (n) - kchizhpezt
moon, satellite (n) - aafuv, kzfotz
more (adj, adv) - 
more (a larger quantity of) (suff. to adj) - jiwo
more (to a larger degree) (adv) - k'toz
more, else (adj, adv) - 
morning (n) - biyi
morning (dawn to noon) (n) - chateepv
mortal (n) - 
most (the largest quantity of) (suff to adj) - tzizhly; formal, 
most (to the largest degree) (adv) - t'kaj
mother (in the sense of one giving birth, non-nurturing) (n) - h'ehv
mothership, warship, carrier (e.g. aircraft carrier) (n) - 
motion picture, movie (n) - zttahvjeets'*
motor, engine (n) - kskizhrasaks
motorcycle (n) - tumy*
mountain (n) - t'koowwo
mouth (body part) (n) - wazzocaztnn
move (engage in motion / cause to engage in motion) (v) - ts'izamd
move, run (v) - 
moved (adv) - shro'an
moves (v.i., n) - shro'onj
movie, motion picture (n) - zttahvjeets'*
much (a large quantity of) (adj) - hazepilc
much, very (to a large degree; with great intensity)

mud (n) - tzjets'
multiple (adj) - 
multiply (adv, v, v.i.) - 'onjagi, roowkp
multiple phasers (n) - 
murder (n) - 
muscle (body part) (n) - t'kur
museum (n) - 
music (n) - t'kfopr
must (aux. v) - 
mustache (n) - 
mutual, reciprocal (adj) - ksizhh
mutilate (v) - 
mutiny (n) - 
mutiny (v) - 
my (pron) -
my word, my command (n) - 
mystery (n) - kshojwl
mystical vision, revelation (n) - hrizhk
myth (n) - 


N

nacelle (n) - 
nag (one who nags) (n) - 
nag (v) - 
nail (fingernail), claw (body part) (n) - kziwkt, kziwktti
nail (pointed fastener) (n) - kseyy
naked, exposed, nude (without the usual cover) (adj) - voowfizhdanj
name, full earned name (n) - hvyats
name, partial prefix name (n) - 
name, call (v) - 
name, christen; create, make (v) - 
name, designation (something one may be called by, not necessarily
          one's true name, which has to be earned by  some deed.
          Most often it is a Kzin's job such as "captain" 
          or "telepath")  (n) - 
nap (n) - 
nap (v) - 
narrow, of little width (of space between objects) (adj) - kcheekadv
nation, state (political entity) (n) - livoligg
native (n) - 
native, indigenous (adj) - kship
nature (that which occurs spontaneously; the non-artificial world)
          (n) - kzoowpekt
navel (body part) (n) - hruta
navigate (v) - 
navigator (n) - 
near (at/to a little distance) (adj / adv) - kchhiksh
near, close to (prep w/dat) - ksali
near, close in, get closer, come nearer (v) - 
near, approach, come (unexpectedly) (v) - 
necessary, essential, needed, required (adj) - giki
neck (body part) (n) - hvpeekz
necklace (n) - 
necktie (n) - ksyeprtaztz*
nearly, almost (adv) - kzahi
need, require, want (v) - chojj
needed, essential, necessary, required (adj) - giki
needle (n) - ceevk
negative (adj) - lidedofv
neglect, negligence, apathy (n) - heesipughmn
negotiate, bargain, haggle (v) - 
negotiate, conduct diplomacy, mediate (v) - 
negotiation (n) - 
negotiator (n) - 
neighbor (n) - 
neighboring or adjacent area, area beside (n) - 
neon (n) - ztoowfh
nerve, nerves (body part) (n) - prjora
nervous, apprehensive, worried (adj) - 
nest, den, lair (an animal's self-made house) (n) - raeecups
nest, roost (v) - 
net, mesh, web (also computer network) (n) - tsceech'
network (n) - a'az
neuter (neither male nor female) (adj) - buss
neural (adj) - 
Neutral Zone (lit. "Outmarches") (n) - 
Neutral Zone, Klingon (n) - 
never (adv) - beelakeyt
nevertheless, however, nonetheless (conj) - 
nevertheless, even so, still (conj) - 
new, distinct, unique (adj) - 
new, novel, recent, young (having been for a brief time)
          (adj) - ztuw
news, tidings (n) - dughvee
newspaper (n) - kzogigp*
next (coming immediately after) (adj) - gajnn
next to (adj) -
nice, kind, affable (adj) - jenetazmp*
nick, dent, indentation (n) - priji
night (n) - kziaat
night (n) - hepumels
nightmare, false image, monster, ghost (n) - 
nine (pron, adv) - this number does not exist in the octal-based
           Kzinti numbering system. It's equivalent is
           8 and 1. - T'Keet yahughnost'ss Ksvokzfet'k
nitrogen (n) - hvdewtnekz
no, negative (int, adv) - chss
no, oh no (int) - 
nobility, noble (n) -
node, base, station (point from which things go or are done)
          (n) - bizhgizh
noisy (adj) - 
noise (confused/randomized sound/stimuli) (n) - t'keetugh
noise, speech; vocalization (adj) - 
non-, opposite of (adj suffix) - 
non-imitative, original (adj) - hveyughbs
none, nothing (n) - 
nonetheless, however (conj) - 
nonetheless, nevertheless, however (conj) - 
nonsense (n) - 
noodles, pasta (n) - jawezavd*
noon (n) - jazykt
nose (n) - 
nonspecific, general (adj) - 
normal, ordinary, usual (adj) - fizhtipanl
north (n) - ksirb
nose (body part) (n) - raughl
nostril (body part) (n) - raugh
not (adv) - chsse
not full, empty (adj) - tibu
not less than (>=), at least (adv) - prupizhrl
not more than (<=), at most (adv) - tztetz
note, annotation (n) - tzkokz*
nothing, none (n) - 
notice (n) - 
notice, observe (v) - ts'diwt
noun (n) - 
nourish oneself, eat (v) - 
nova (n) - 
novel, new, recent, young (adj) - ztuw
now (at this time) (adv) - k'toowst
now (corr) - k'toowst
now (int) - 
number, numeral (a word or symbol indicating quantity)
          (n) - ch'ughhs
number, count, enumerate (v) - ch'epf
numerous, many (adj) - 
nude, naked, exposed (without the usual cover) (adj) - voowfizhdanj
nut (hard-shelled fruit/seed with separable shell and kernel)
          (n) - soowkihujt


O

oar, paddle (stick with broad end) (n) - kchrizhch'poowts
oath (n) - 
obese, fat, plump (adj) - nonipupm
obey, comply, follow, practice, observe (v) - ts'tekchnot'k
object (v) - 
object (concrete tangible thing) (n) - hovoowcizhdp
obligation, duty, responsibility (n) - 
obliterate (v) - 
obscure, unheard of (adj) - hvlizhprnoks
observation (n - 
observe, notice (v) - ts'diwt
observe, practice (a custom or holiday) (v) - 
"observe caution" (phrase) - 
observe, obey, practice (v) - 
observe, watch (v) - 
obstacle, barrier (n) - gazbo
obstruct (v) - 
obstruction (n) - 
obtain, acquire, gain, get (v.t.) - kzoowboow
occasion, instance, iteration, time (do it 2 times)(n) - chizhs
occupation (n) - 
occupy (v) -
occur, happen (v) - chazvo
occurence, event, phenomenon (n) - 
ocean (n) - 
odd, uneven, mismatched (adj) - 
odd, silly (adj) - 
odor, scent, smell, aroma (n) - raoowcwl
of (containing the measured quantity: "two liters of water")
          (prep) - k'tel
of (owned by; belonging to; associated with; = genitive) (possessive)
          (prep) - wtunu
switch off, cease, finish (v) -
offal, crap (n) - 
offend (v) - 
offense (n) - 
offer (present for acceptance or rejection) (v) - tzazc
office (n) - 
officer (n) - 
officer in charge of communications (n) - 

official (issued with authority) (adj) - raujoll
offshoot, arm, branch (n) - 
offspring, child (n) - 
often, frequently (adv) - kchilh
oh yes (int) - 
fig. "indeed, is that so, oh yeah?" (int) - 
oil, fat, grease (noun) - thukhu
oil (combustible fatty liquid that won't mix with water)(n) - pafo
oil (crude oil), petroleum (n) - cufaz*
okay (adj) - 
old, aged (of long standing; having been known for a long time)
          (adj) - kshikacwl
old, former, not new (of much age; having existed/lived for a long
          time) (adj) - rodp
oldest (adj) - 
omit (v) - 
on (resting on; touching the top or other surface of) (prep) - hvoni
on, in, at (prep w/nom) - 
on, start, begin (imp. v) - 
on time, timely, prompt (adj / adv) - puveesughmg
once (adv) - 
once more, again, re- (adv) - yeezd
one (adj / num) - iteeh, ksvokzfet'k
only, just, merely (adv) - tztetzsh'
onward, forth, forward, out into view (adv) - 
open (adj) - rgomej
open (not shut) (adj) - jughpi
open (patriarchial) (verb) - 
opening, orifice (n) - tsimevh
opens; leaves empty (verb) - egraargeerg
is open; is empty (verb) - egrahreemoz
operate, drive, do (v) - 
opinion (n) - rayihrjeets
in my opinion, as far as I know (adv) - 
opponent, adversary (n) - 
opportunity (n) - 
option, possibility (n) - 
or (conj) - raob
either . . . or (prep) - 
orange (having a hue between red and yellow), tawny (adj) - teevo
orange (reddish) (adj) - 
orbit (n) - 
orbiter (n) - 
order, command, directive (n) - wtkaks
order (temporal arrangement of events in a series), sequence
           (n) - kchizhwa
ordinary, normal, usual (adj) - fizhtipanl
ore, mineral (n) - raibi
organ (of body) (n) - tzudj
organization (n) - 
organize (bring togethe to perform a task) (v) - chas
orifice, opening (n) - tsimevh
origin, source (n) - chzoch'
original, non-imitative (adj) - hveyughbs
ornament, decoration (n) - h'ayegk
other, another (adj / pron) - ts'azzizh
other fellow (companion, adversary) (noun) - okzagraazu
ought to (is/are expected/advised to ...), should
          (aux v pres) - kovivayy
our (pron) - imekhakeerg
out of (prep w/ gen) - 
out into view, forth, forward, onward () - 
outcast (n) - 
outer, exterior, external (adj) - tsoowjezr
outer, fringe, foreign (adj) - 

outer space, emptiness, void (n) - kukamosw
outside (n) - 
outside (outside of), exterior to (prep w/ nom) - tsoowk
oval, ellipse (n) - kchonizhznn
oven (n) - mughwoow
over (adv) - m'uwuyoz', uzreejus'
over (prep w/ dat) - 
overhead (adj) - 
overhead (n) - 
overly, too much (adv) - wazhejughfb
override (v) - 
overseer (n) - 
overtake (v) - 
own (possess according to law or custom) (v) - ifi, k'tomi
owner (n) - 
owner, master (n) - 
oxygen (n) - bupayuwp


P

package, packet, parcel (n) - wtoowjw
paddle, oar (stick with broad end) (n) - kchrizhch'poowts
page (of a document) (n) - wteecoownt'ss
pain (med. n) - 
pain, angst (n) - ztoneyy
pain, hurt (v) - 
paint (n) - prizhregh
pair, couple (denoting objects with a direct relationship not simply two
        of something); a couple (romantically involved non-Kzin);
        (n) - irgeeth
pajamas (n) - 
palace, noble building (n) - 
palm (of hand) (n) - doowwa
pan (broad shallow cooking dish) (n) - tsehl
panic (n) - 
panic (v) - 
pants, slacks; more formal than tzziprbuk't (n) - 
pants, trousers; less formal then  (n) - tzziprbuk't
paper (n) - h'ucodf
paper clip (n) - 
parallel (adj) - wurt'ss
pardon, forgive (v) - woru
park (public outdoor area) (n) - zevapitl
parking lot, dock, hangar (n) - 
parliament, congress (legislative body of elected officers)
          (n) - sulf'*
part (n) - ksaf
part of (in fractions) (adj) - 
participate (v) - 
particle-beam (a Kzinti ship weapon) (MKW2 #186) (n) - 
particular, special, specific (adj) - riha
parts (of a greater whole), components (n) - 
party, group (n) - 
party (political), sect (religious) (n) - kshkopr
pass through, proceed (v) - 
pass, opening (n) - 
passcard (n) - 
passenger (n) - 
passenger (n) - 
passion flower (term of affection) (n) - 
passion, emotion (in general; as opposed to reason or impassiveness) (n) - 
passionate (adj) - 
past (prep w/ gen) - 
past (the past), earlier time (n) - suvu
pasta, noodles (n) - jawezavd*
paste (any thick soft dough-like material) (n) - ksvats
patch (a piece used to cover/repair a flaw) (n) - ksujng
path, road, way (n) - 
path, course, route (n) - kshetughln
patience (n) - kshughro
patient (n) - 
Patriarch (name for Kzinti leader for thousands of years)
          (proper n) - 
Patriarch's family name (archaic) (MKW1 #224) (proper name) -  Rrawlrit
Patriarch's family name (modern) (MKW1 #224) (proper name suffix) -  -Rrit
Patriarchy (Kzinti governmental structure in specific)
          (proper n) - 
patrol (n) - 
patrol (n) - 
patrol (v) - 
patroller, defender (of a region) (n) - 
pattern (apparent systematic interrelationship) (n) - sefizhyoowhv
pause (n) - 
pause, hesitate, suspend action temporarily (v) - k'teht'ss
paw, hand, foot, extremity (n) - 
pay (v) - raeevo
pay attention (v) - 
peace, absence of war, freedom from fighting (n) - wtahifb
peace, tranquility (n) - 
peaceful, not warlike (adj) - 
peak, summit, top (n) - kzicogf'
pebble, stone, rock (n) - tzuzs
peculiar, strange, weird, unusual (adj) - purt'ss
pedal (n) - ts'efb
pelt(s) (Kzinti term for the skin of intelligent as well as
          non-intelligent mammals) (n) - 
pen (writing tool that uses ink) (n) - kzughkt'ss
penalize (v) - 
penalty (n) - 
pencil, crayon (writing tool that uses semi-solid substance)
          (n) - raoh
penis (body part) (n) - hratakt'ss
people (a people), folk, the members of an ethnic group/nation/species
          (n) - prag
perceive, detect (v) - kshgukch
percent (n) - 
perfect (v) - 
perfect, exact, precise (adj) - hrire
perfom, do, carry out, accomplish (v) - 
perhaps, maybe, posibly (adv) - hrucf'
period, era, epoch () - hvahkt
periodic, regular (at uniform intervals) (adj) - firh
permanent, perpetual (adj) - wozi
permit, allow, sanction (v) - 
permit, have, let, allow (v, present) - zughtl, grrizhohirg, prr'ts
perpetual, permanent (adj) - wozi
perserverant, vigilant (adj) - 
person (specifically a Kzinti person) (irreg n) - coowba
persuade (v) - 
pet (n) - 
pet, stroke (v) - 
petroleum,oil (crude oil) (n) - cufaz*
phaser (n) - 
phaser (personal) (n) - 
phaser banks, multiple phasers (n) - 
phaser crew (n) - 
phaser rifle (n) - 
phenomenon, occurence, event (n) - 
photograph (n) - wughcz
photon torpedo (n) - 
Phyllos System (star system between Kzinti and Klingon space) (SFB) - 
physics (n) - 
pick (out), choose, select one of many possibilities (v) - tzdazts'fukch
pick up (v) - 
pickle (n) - 
pickle, preserve (v) - 
picture, image (n) - kzeed
piece (a part broken/cut/separated from something larger)
         (n) - ch'izhpoch
piece of no particular shape, lump, clod, blob (n) - gughjwl
pile, stack of things or of a substance, heap (n) - prkihv
pillow, cushion (n) - rajizhkshgazksh
pin, pip (signifying rank) (n) - 
pipe (a hard tube for transporting liquid) (n) - prjah'yughksh
pitch, tone (frequency of sound waves) (n) - laznu
pity (n) - 
pity, feel compassion toward, feel sorry for (v) - raoleejf'
pizza (n) - ts'izhft*
place, location (n) - ojurojo, chazd
place, locate (v) - 
place, position, state of being (n) - 
place, put, translocate (v) - hveci
plain, clear, not obstructed (easy to see/understand), simple
          (adj) - suna
plains, flatlands, prairie (n) - 
plan, design (n) - geegng
plan (v) - 
planar, flat (adj) - tosajeezl
plane (flat surface) (n) - tsuz
planet, world (n) - k'taweecwl
plant (living) (n) - grroneeng
    apple (tree/fruit of genus Malus) (n) - toowfn*
    bamboo (plant/stem of genera Bambusa / Arundinaria / Dendrocalamus)
          (n) - tzpetstoowts*
    banana (plant/fruit of genus Musa) (n) - kshevs*
    bean (lima/snap/etc.: plant/seed of genus Phaseolus or similar)
          (n) - wtkitzwuzt*
    cabbage (plant/leaves of sp. Brassica oleracea capitata)
          (n) - kshizht*
    carrot (plant/root of sp. Daucus carota sativus) (n) - kchhots*
    coffee (plant/seeds of sp. Coffea arabica) (n) - bivovizhks*
    cork (tree/elastic tissue of sp. Quercus suber) (n) - proowhirt*
    corn, maize (plant/seeds of sp. Zea mays) (n) - jefeeciww*
    cotton (plant/fibers of genus Gossypium)(n) - tzeeye*
    cucumber (Cucumis sativus)(n) - tskughpr*
    date (tree/fruit of sp. Phoenix dactylifera)(n) - kseci*
    fig (tree/fruit of genus Ficus)(n) - bazne*
    flax (Linum usitatissimum)(n) - goowtng*
    garlic (herb of sp. Allium sativum) (n) - tzughtu*
    ginger (plant/rhizome of genus Zingiber)(n) - kefagasp*
    ginseng (plant/root of genus Panax)(n) - chcuts'wira*
    gourd (plant/hard-rinded fruit of genera Lagenaria & Cucurbita)
          (n) - redee*
    grape (plant/fruit of genus Vitis)(n) - ts'oba*
    grass (monocotyledonous plant of family Gramineae)(n) - tztuhv*
    hemp, marijuana (plant/material of sp. Cannabis sativa)(n) - k'tizhs*
    kelp (seaweed of orders Laminariales and Fucales)(n) - tsdukch*
    lentil (plant/seeds of sp. Lens culinaris)(n) - tsudiff'*
    lettuce (plant/leaves of genus Lactuca)(n) - mujoowtoym*
    mandarin, tangerine (tree/fruit of sp. Citrus reticulata)(n) - k'tiho*
    mint (plant of family Labiatae)(n) - folm*
    mushroom (a complex aerial fleshy fruiting body of a fungus) - kzora
    mustard (plant of sp. Brassica hirta / B. nigra / B. juncea)
          (n) - kshughtsjuhr*
    oak (tree of genus Quercus)(n) - rajechjehv*
    oat (plant/seed of genus Avena)(n) - kimu*
    olive (tree/fruit of sp. Olea europaea)(n) - sofm*
    onion (plant/bulb of sp. Allium sepa)(n) - kchago*
    orange (tree/fruit of Citrus sinensis / related spp.)(n) - proli*
    pea (plant/seed of sp. Pisum sativum)(n) - ksepizhwc*
    peanut (plant/seed/pod of sp. Arachis hypogaea)(n) - tzoown*
    pepper (hot/sweet/bell pepper -- plant/pod of genus Capsicum)
          (n) - kilt'ss*
    pepper (black -- plant/seed of sp. Piper nigrum)(n) - kzokf*
    pine (coniferous tree of genus Pinus)(n) - dulugh*
    plum (certain trees/fruits of genus Prunus)(n) - hrog*
    potato (plant/tuber of sp. Solanum tuberosum)(n) - ratughtz*
    rice (plant/seed of sp. Oryza sativa)(n) - liyc*
    rose (plant/flower of genus Rosa)(n) - tigidotn*
    safflower (Carthamus tinctorius)(n) - dizhpazvazb*
    sesame (plant/seed of genus Sesamum)(n) - h'cuch
    soya, soybean (plant/seed of sp. Glycine max)(n) - tzib*
    spinach (plant/leaves of sp. Spinacia oleracea)(n) - yutughyojkt*
    squash, melon (plant/fruit of genus Cucurbita grown for edible fruit)
          (n) - ch'ug*
    sunflower (plant/bloom of sp. Helianthus annuus)(n) - keyi*
    tea (plant/leaves of sp. Camellia sinensis)(n) - kzefuly*
    tobacco (plant/leaves of sp. Nicotiana tabacum)(n) - kchet*
    tomato (plant/berry of genus Lycopersicon)(n) - japughfolr*
    wheat (plant/seed of sp. Triticum aestivum)(n) - yufugh*
    a type of huge carnivorous plant native to Homeworld (SFB CL#15)
           (n) - 'evda
    grass (n) - See grass
plant dung (SFB) (expletive) - 
plant-eater, herbivore (n / expletive) - 
plasma (n) - 
plasma (chem. n) - 
plasma torpedo (n) - 
plasma, fire, starfire (n) - 
plastic (synthetic/processed moldable material) (n) - soowko
plate (shallow dish, usually round) (n) - h'jawtwoowhr
play, frolic, recreate (v) - t'knizhkzjetz
play (performed by actors on a stage), drama, game (n) - praka
plead, beg (v) - 
pleasant (adj) - 
pleased, gratified (adj) - 
pleasure (n) - chughjawm
pledge, promise (n) - tztazts
plentiful, fat, fruitful (adj) - 
plenty, sufficient (adj) - 
plow (plough) (n) - ztagizhwt
plug, seal, stopper (n) - sujf'
plump, fat, obese (adj) - nonipupm
plus, and (conj) - yahughnost'ss
pocket (n) - tsawughfw
pod (seed pod of a plant) (n) - ts'ivj
poem (n) - tzetitb
poems (n) - tzetitbi
poetry (n) - tzetitti
pointed, sharp (adj) - 
pointy, sharp, acute, keen (adj) - prlokchlizhk't
poison, toxin (n) - lagu
poison (natural), venom (n) - 
poison (synthetic) (n) - 
poison (v) - 
pole, stick (long bar) (n) - kspuprgat'k
polarity (electric, magnetic, etc.) (n) - gedughpaztm
police (organization to enforce laws) (n) - peke
politics (n) - hatt
pollute, contaminate (v) - raoowcost
polygonal (adj) - 
pond, lake, any enclosed body of water (n) - 
ponytail (n) - 
pool, billiards (n) - mabf'*
poor, wretched, impoverished (adj) - tzotazdn
popular (adj) - 
port (n) - tzedee
portal, entranceway, door (n) - 
portion, allocation, allotment (someone's share of something)
          (n) - k'tez
position, place, state of being (n) 
position (location relative to others) (n) - rawoprkizhts'
positive (adj) - ksuhy
possibility, option (n) - 
possible (able to happen or be done) (adj) - raos
possibly, maybe, perhaps (adv) - hrucf'
post (vertical pole anchored in ground) (n) - kzazt
postpone (v) - 
postpone, retard, tarry, delay () - suyd
pot (deep round vessel) (n) - hvpoowh'jezt
potable water (n) - 
potassium (n) - ztjots'
pour (cause to flow) (v) - civa
powder (n) - tzpeek'tkiwt
power (legal/social), authority (n) - 
power, force, strength (n) - 
power (political) (n) - 
power (political, economic, etc) (n) - 
power, energy (n) - foowkughrizhvl
powerful (adj) - 
practice, exercise (effort made to improve skills/health)
          (n) - raluts'
practice, obey, observe (v) - 
practice, observe (a custom or holiday) (v) - 
practice, train, prepare (v) - 
Praetorate (Romulan government) (n) - 
prairie, plains, flatlands (n) - 
praise, compliment, laud (v) - hefy
pray (communicate with God or god(s)) (v) - sizhfa
prayer (n) - 
precede (v) - 
preceding (contra-next), previous, last attained, prior (adj) - yokl
precious, dear, cherished (adj) - ceweebeebl
precipitate, rain (idiomatic), mild sandstorm (arch.)
          (v) -
precise, exact, perfect (adj) - hrire
predator (irreg n) - 
predecessor (n) - 
prefer, favor (v) - k'todu
prefer, want (v) - keeheelabp
prefix (n) - 
premature, early (adj / adv) - mibj
premises, area, vicinity (n) - 
prepare, get ready (v) - 
prepare, make, fix (v) - 
prepare, train, practice (v) - 
prepare oneself, alert, be vigilant (v) - 
prepared, alerted (adj) - 
prepared, ready (an object) (adj) - 
announce the presence/ arrival (sup.-inf.) (v) - 
present (existing in the indicated place; not absent)
          (adj) - jizhru
present, to be present (v) - tza
present (the present time; the now) (n) - hvevolm
present time (n) - 
present, gift (n) - 
present, give (v) - 
presentation (n) - 
preserve, maintain (keep something in good condition) (v) - k'tul
preserve, pickle (v) - 
Preservers, ancient species believed to have seeded many forms
          of intelligent life  (n) -
president (as in president of a company) (n) - divoowzizhpt*
press (n) - 
press (do pressure to; push upon with weight or force) (v) - rarazksfut'k
pressure (political, economic, etc.) (n) - 
pressure, unit of measure for (n) - 
presume, suppose (v) - wolimism
pretend, act, feign (v) - hepazmonwl*
prevent, block (keep from happening (v) - h'fizhkshhoowzt
previous, last attained, prior, preceding (contra-next) (adj) - yokl
prey, the prey (n) - tui
price, cost (n) - chem
pride, ambition, hubris (n) - 
pride (self-respect) (n) - wubp
priest, clergyman (n) - hrazkagk
primary, principal, chief, main, foremost, senior (adj) - sazkl
prime minister (n) - rughsa*
primitive (adj) - 
principal, chief, main, primary, senior, foremost (adj) - sazkl
print (v) - ts'iwoowkz
printout (n) - 
prior, preceding (contra-next), previous, last attained (adj) - yokl
prison, jail, brig, interrogation room (n) - t'kbizhwtkikch
prison, cage (n) - 
prisoner (n) - 
private (contra-public) (adj) - ts'oki
privilege (n) - 
prize, award (n) - cazizh
probable (likely to happen/be) (adj) - t'kotoow
problem, hassle, annoyance (n) - 
procedure, process (n) - kzuhh
proceed, progress, move forward (v) - 
proceed (with) (v) - 
proceed, pass through (v) - 
process, procedure (n) - kzuhh
proclaim, announce (v) - pivi
proclaim (v) - 
procrastinate (v) - 
produce (v) - 
professor (n) - 
profit, gain (n) - t'kif
profound, deep (of much depth) (adj) - zeri
program (a computer) (v) - 
program (n) - peevugh
progress, advancement (n) - hrizhwasg
progress (v) - 
progress, proceed, move forward (v) - 
prohibit, forbid, contra-permit (v) - tewc
project, undertaking, venture (n) - rapuztwizt
project (on a screen, etc.) (v) - 
projection (n) - 
promiscuous (adj) - 
promise, pledge (n) - tztazts
promise (v) - 
promote (v) - 
promotion (n) - 
prompt, on time, timely (adj / adv) - puveesughmg
proof, evidence (n) - ztughdc
propel, drive, impel (v) - chnughch
propensity, inclination, tendency (n) - kass
proper name, "moon" - 
proper name, "trustworthy, reliable" - 
proper name, "winged" - 
proper name, "worthy, worth-in-cash" - 
property, grounds (n) - 
proportion, rate, ration (n) - nughvumoowhnn
propose, approach, request (v) - 
prosper (v) 
prosperous (adj) - 
protect, defend (v) - k'twik'tseksh
protector (n) - 
protector (n) - 
protest, objection (n) - h'oowv
prototype, archetype, exemplar, model (n) - wtitizh
protrusion, bump (n) - tzak
proud (adj) - 
prove (v) - 
provide, furnish, supply (v) - tzuv
province (of Canada, etc.), prefecture, state (of USA, etc.)
          (n) - k'torang
proxy, substitute, alternate (n) - 
prudence, carefulness, caution (n) - h'izhbl
prune, trim (cut off ragged edge) (v) - wtegee
pry (prize) (raise/open/move with a lever) (v) - kugnn
pub, tavern, bar (n) - ksput'k
public, populace, the people (as in "People's Republic of China")
          (n) - mejz
public (available to most or all persons) (adj) - wunw
pull (draw something toward oneself) (v) - zeeweelohd
pulley (n) - vinu
pump (n) - kzogajd
pump (v) - 
puncture (v) - 
punish (v) - ch'enuzf'
pupil (of eye) (n) - 
purchase (v) - 
pure, unadulterated, uncontaminated (adj) - kshazwo
purple (adj) - przehv
purposefully, intentionally (adv) - 
pursue, seek (v) - 
push (press on something in order to move it) (v) - tsojugh
put, impose, inflict (v) - 
put, place, translocate (v) - hveci
putrid (adj) - 
pyramid (n) - wteca


Q

quadrant (n) - 
quality, attribute, characteristic, trait (n) - chbuh'
quantity (amount/number/magnitude) (n) - wtidoow
quantum (adj, n) - 
quarter (n) - 
quarters, room (n) - 
quartz (n) - h'izhwd
quasar (n) - 
queen (n) - t'kbakstehv*
quest, mission, duty (n) - 
question, query (n) - ts'in
question, ask (v) - 
quick-witted, sharp (adj) - 
quickly, rapidly, swiftly (with much speed) (adv) - kzizhnizhkt'ss
quiet, faint, soft (of little sonic intensity) (adj) - ts'pih'wetz
quit, stop doing, terminate, cease () - tauurre'
quote, cite (v) - t'kulng


R

race (as in the competition) (n) - 
race (as in the competition) (v) - 
race (group of people with similar characteristics, as in the Kzinti
          race) (n) - ch'roowt'kgut'k
rack (frameword of bars for storage) (n) - wajazcughzk
radan (crude dilithium crystal) (n) - 
radio apparatus, wireless set (n) - rajehokkt
raid (v) - 
rail (usually horizontal bar for restraining/supporting things)
          (n) - k'tpizht'k
railroad (n) - ch'ah
rain (n) - hrrech
rain (idiomatic), mild sandstorm, precipitate (v) - 
rain (water) (v) - a''
rainbow (n) - joza
raising, increase (n) - 
raise (v) - 
raises up; gives up; surrenders (v) - grrreksees'oz
rake (n) - preew
randomicity, chance, luck (n) - hrjoowksmawt
range, distance (n) - 
rank?  lit "What rank?", "Who are you (to be asking/doing this)?"
          (phrase) - 
rank (n) - 
    Admiral (squadron and fleet commander's rank) (n) - aarazhatk'
    High Admiral (rank in Kzinti navy) (n) - pohewopb-aarazhatk'
ransom (n) - 
ransom (v) - 
rapidly, quickly, swiftly (with much speed) (adv) - kzizhnizhkt'ss
rare (adj) - 
rarefied, diffuse, dilute, sparse, tenuous, wispy (adj) - tzoyz
rarely, seldom (adv) - tzbekszoh'
rash (adj) -
"rat-cat" (derogatory human term for Kzinti) (MKW) (n, insult) - 
rate, ratio, proportion (n) - nughvumoowhnn
raw, unprocessed (adj) - 
ray (n) - meli
razor (n) - lefe
reach (n) - 
reach (n) - 
reach, extend as far as (v) - t'kuvp
read (v) - yoowpaleefw
ready, skillful, adroit (adj) - 
ready, prepared (an object) (adj) - 
ready, prepared for a task/event (adj) - h'zetz
real, actual (adj) - ts'egl
realization (n) - 
realize (v) - 
really/truly? (adv) -
     lit."hear another?", fig. expression of wonder, disbelief - 
         'Oh really?'(phrase) - 
rear, back part of (n) - tscuk'tcozt
reason (excuse) (n) - 
reason (thought, rather than excuse or purpose), explanation,
          justification, rationale (n) - t'karw; without reason, 
          reason (v) - 
     for any reason (corr) - 
     for some other reason (corr) - 
     for that reason (corr) -
     for this reason (corr) - 
     for whatever reason (corr) - 
reasoning, rational thought (n) - facaztuwf'
rebel, rebellion (n) - 
rebel (v) - 
rebound, bounce (v) - tsiji
receive (v) - fudizhdelp
recent, new, novel (having been known for a brief time) (adj) - ztuw
recently (in the near past) (adv) - semomokc
reciprocal, mutual (adj) - ksizhh
reckon, calculate (v) - prmeh'
reckoning, score, debt (non-monetary) (n) -  
     keep a reckoning, settle a score (v) - 
recline, lie (v) - 
recognize (v) - t'kala
recommend, suggest (v) - 
recommendation, suggestion (n) - 
record (a cache of information) (n) - yeeda
record (v) - 
recreate, frolic, play (v) - t'knizhkzjetz
rectangle (n) - kcheehugh
red (adj) - hwakz
red (adj) - t'kipa
Red Claw (Lyran duchy along the Kzinti border) (SFB)
          (proper name) - 
red-violet (adj) - 
reddish-brown (adj) -
reddish-orange (adj) - 
refreshed, perky, zesty (adj) - zemu
refreshment (n) - 
refuge (n) - 
refuse, reject (contra-accept) (v) - k'tmughch'jeksh
regarding (prep w/ gen) - 
region (political/legal) (n) - 
region, large area (a quantity of space within boundaries)
          (n) - tzoowri
regret (n) - 
regret (v) - diwoteelb
regular, periodic (at uniform intervals) (adj) - firh
regulation, rule (n) - h'joowprkah'
rejoice, celebrate (v) - nawuzehp
relationship, association (n) - yapeluzk
relax (v) - 
relax, rest (v) - 
relaxation (n) - 
release (quit restraining/keeping) (v) - wticuvn
relieve (v) - 
religion (n) - ztlah'votz
rely (v) - 
rely on, believe in, depend on, trust in (v) - hatz
remain, rest (v) - 
remain, stay, linger, wait (v) - meezs
remainder, rest (n) - 
remember (v) - bugughwens
remind (v) - 
remote, far (adj) - 
remove, delete, subtract, take (v) - hvehi
render, make (impart quality X to Y; e.g. "I make you sad")
          (v) - hizhnh
rendezvous (n) - 
rendezvous (v) - 
repair (as in "in good repair") (n) - 
repair(s) (n) - 
repair, fix (v) - wtis
repel (v) - chjoowk't
replacement (permanent substitute/substitution) (n) - vazjz
replacement, substitute, surrogate (n) - 
replicator(s) (n) - 
reply, answer (n) - tsvets
report (n) - 
report (v) - 
report to me now" (urgent) (v) - 
represent (act as a substitute for) (v) - hucy
representative, lit "speaker" (n) - 
representative, agent, intermediary (n) - 
request, approach, propose (v) - 
request (n) - 
request, ask (v) - kchkets'patz
require, need, want (v) - chojj
rescue (n) - 
rescue, save (v) - hasejazcv
research (n) - 
research (v) - 
resemble (v) - 
resent (v) - 
reside, dwell, live (v) - veeti
resign (v) - hvotoowvc
resilient, robust, strong (in this sense), durable (adj) - dawizoowyc
resistant to presssure, hard, firm (adj) - rughnu
resource (n) - 
respect (n) - 
respect, esteem, venerate (v) - nubezecj
responsible (adj) - 
responsibility, blame(n) -
responsibility, accountability, duty, liability, obligation
          (n) - doowsv
rest, relax (v) - 
rest, remain (v) - 
rest, remainder, remnant, leftover (n) - toowzugh
restaurant (n) - 
restless (adj) - 
restrain, inhibit, hold back (v) - h'ayoowtc
result, consequence (n) - cheehu
results, as in "I want results" (n) - 
retain, keep, go on having (v) - chtohr
retaliate (v) - 
retard, tarry, delay, postpone () - suyd
retired (adj) - 
retreat (v)- 
retrieve, fetch (go to place and bring something back) (v) - kchzeks
return (n) - 
return (go or send back to previous place/condition) (v) - k'tqurarughtz
return, come back here! (int) - 
reveal, show (v) - 
reveal, announce (v) - 
reveal, disclose (v) - kzboowwt
revelation, mystical vision (n) - hrizhk
revenge, retribution, getting even, vengeance (n) - kzaii
revenge, act of (n) - 
revolt (v) - 
revolt, revolution (n) - 
revolution, turn (n) - 
revolve, rotate, turn (v) - veefy
reward (v) - chazmizh
rhythm (n) - ksfoowwtweksh
rich, wealthy (adj) - raizhk
riddle game (n) - 
ride (n) - 
ride (v) - 
ride (sit/perch in/on a vehicle/etc. and travel) (v) - hirazbeyd
ridicule (v) - 
rifle (n) - 
right (a right to do/be...) (n) - tsaznd
right, correct (adj) - h'razkz
right, equitable, fair, just (adj) - tswuhrjizhhv
right (side), righthand (adj) - pruvkt
rigid, stiff (adj) - hvam
ring (a bell or alarm) (v) - 
ring (circular path/pattern) (n) - 
ring (for finger) (n) - 
ring, torus (n) - fisi
riot (n) - tizhyuzonp
rip, tear (v) - reebu
ritual, rite, ceremony (n) - lehepayk
river (n) - wtuho
road, path, way (n) - hriz
road, street (n) - h'ap
roam, rove (v) - 
rob (v) - 
rob, steal (v) - 
robe (n) - 
robot (n) - 
robust, strong (in this sense), durable, resilient (adj) - dawizoowyc
rock, stone, pebble (n) - tzuzs
rocket (n) - zazzeewefh
role (an individual's function) (n) - weff
roll (move like a ball/cylinder by turning over and over)(v) - bukc
Romulan (n) - Romin*, Rominti *
Romulus (n) - 
roof (n) - raifawk
room, chamber (n) - hvupi
room, space, a place for (n) - 
room, space, emptiness (n) - 
roost, nest (n) - 
root (of a plant) (n) - hviso
rope, line (n) - tzeebaz
rot, decay (v) - tadi
rotate, revolve, turn (v) - veefy
rotten (adj) - 
rough, coarse (contra-smooth) (adj) - meerwl
round (adj) - 
round up (v) - 
round, bulbous (adj) - 
route, course, path (n) - kshetughln
routine (practice), custom, habit (n) - ch'mots'
rove, roam (v) - 
row, brouhaha (n) - 
rub, abrade (v) - ch'osu
rubber (n) - rizhky*
rubbish, garbage, trash (n) - kshoh
rude (adj) - 
rug, mat (n) - t'kizhl
ruin (n) - 
ruin, destroy, demolish (v) - 
ruin, destruction, devastation (n) - 
rule (over) (v) - eneem
rule, regulation (n) - h'joowprkah'
ruler (one who rules) - 
rumor, gossip (n) - 
rumor, gossip (v) - 
run, jog (v) - jizhdizh
runner, messenger (n) - 
runny, thin (of little viscosity) (adj) - h'ulilf
the runs (n) - 
rural area, country, countryside (n) - kshic
rush, hurry, hasten () - ch'witzjizhksh
rust, corrosion (n) - lijikebv
rut, furrow, groove (n) - ch'uwa
ruthless (adj) - 
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S.O.S., distress call (n) - 
sabbath (weekday with religious significance) (n) - tzreksdizhch
sabotage (v) - 
saccharin (n) - 
sack, bag (n) - kzubamm
sacred, holy (adj) - kzoowwee
sad, wretched, poor (adj) - 
sad, blue, depressed, melancholy, unhappy (adj) - t'kjizhztcira
safety, security (n) - jipi
salad (n) - yizhvizhcumg*
said (v pres. and pres. perf. tense) - ogremuru
sail (n) - hromv*
saloon, cocktail lounge, bar (n) - 
salt (n) - kzare
salty-tasting (adj) - 
salutation to equal (v) - 
salutation to inferior (v) - 
salutation to superior (v) - 
salutations (n) - 
salute (n) - 
salute (v) - 
same, identical (adj) - cheyf
sample, example (n) - ztveepr
sand (n) - kzzuk't
sandwich (n) - t'kizhsa*
sapling, bush (n) - 
sash (n) - 
sash, belt (n) - 
satellite (n) - 
satisfaction, contentment (n) - tuti
satisfied (adv) - 
satisfy (v) - 
satisfaction (n) - tuti
satisified, content (adj) - 
satisfactory, good, correct (inf->sup adj) -
satisfactory, good, correct (sup->inf adj) - 
sausage (n) - kchad
save, keep (v) - 
save, rescue (v) - hasejazcv
saw (v) - of, rronj
saw (tool) (n) - wtlizhtsgekch
say, express in words, tell (v) - raoowh
saying, expressing, telling () - raoowh
scale (device to measure weight) (n) - lewufurr
scale, climb (v) - 
scan (n) - 
scan (v) - 
scanner (someone or something that scans) (n) - 
scanner (specific device) (n) - ; (slang) 
scare (v) - 
scatter, disperse (v) - 
scent, smell, odor, aroma (n) - raoowcwl
scent, smell (active) (v) - hvraf'
school (n) - ts'epg
science (all sciences taken as a whole) (n) - hrzokchjughti
science (n) - hrzokchjughtz
sciences division (n) - 
scientist (n) - 
scissors (n) - beni
scold (v) - 
score, reckoning, debt (non-monetary) (n) - 
score (tally of game points) (n) - tojazbeejv
scow (n) - 
scratch (n) - chmik't
scratch (v) - 
scream, cry out, shout (v) - 
screen, mesh (n) - ksez
screen off (phrase) - 
screen on (phrase) - 
screen, monitor, instrument panel (n) - 
screen, viewer (slang); view, look (n, v prefix) - 
screen, viewing screen (n) - 
screw (threaded fastener) (n) - wtevizh
screw (vulgar v.i.) - chrool
sea, ocean (n) - kchsikch
seal, plug, stopper (n) - sujf'
seas, oceans (plural n) - kchsikchti
search out, find (v) - 
search, seek, look (v) - 
season, seasons (n) - k'tdeezt, k'tdeezti
season of autumn/fall (n ) - cheem
season of winter (n) - tsyizhch'
season of spring (n) - h'hawtduh'
season of summer (n) - kacd
seasoning, spice (n) - ksitosj
second (the one following the first) () - s'aa
Second Quadrant (containing part of Cardassian space, part of Ferengi
          space, the Dominion)(Gamma Quadrant)
          (proper name) - S'aa-
second (64 seconds in Kzinti minute) (unit of time on "Homeworld")
          (n) - sukodunm
secret (adj) - roowfizh
secret (n) - 
secret police and intelligence agency of the Empire (n) - 
sect (religious) (n) - kshkopr
section, segment (a part somehow separated from other parts)
          (n) - h'tughhvgikch
sector (n) - 
sector, zone (n) - 
security (general sense, or applied to organization), safety
          (n) - jipi
security, deposit, collateral (n) - 
see (passive v) - , let me/us see it
see (v) - k'tyut'kjaztz
seed (n) - kshjara
seek, pursue (v) - 
seek, look, search (v) - yuwz
seeker, searcher (n) -  (uncommon, ususally proper n)
seem, appear, look (v) - ch'owb
sees (a person); meets (a person) (verb) - eelo
segment, section (a part somehow separate or different from other parts)
          (n) - h'tughhvgikch
seize, take, capture, get, grab, have (v) - jizhsee, ts'oowfi
seldom, infrequently, rarely (adv) - tzbekszoh'
select, choice (adj) - 
select, choose, pick (v) - tzdazts'fukch
selection, choice (n) - 
selection, segment (a part somehow different/separated from others)
          (n) - h'tughhvgikch
self-confident (adj) - 
selfish (adj) - 
sell (v) - wtizhcd
send, dispatch, transmit (v) - k'tozoow
senior (adj) - 
senior commodore (UFP) (n) - 
senior Starfleet admiral) (n) - 
senior servant, Head of Household (n) - 
senior, chief, principle, foremost (adj. prefix) - 
sense (ability to perceive a stimulus) (v) - doowcadorh
sensor (n) - 
sentence (of words) (n) - ch'obd
separate (adj) - 
separate (v) - ezraahr, uts'yee
separating (adv) - uts'yeeye
separately, apart (adv) - kzejk
sequence, order (temporal arrangement of events in series)
          (n) - kchizhwa
series (a number of similar things following one another)
          (n) - wtizhfs
serious, earnest, grave (adj) - kzseks
serpent, snake (reptile) (n) - wtoownoowvj
serpentine, convoluted, meandering (adj) - ksoowcivnn
servants, head of (n) - 
bond-servant(s) (n) - 
serve (another person), provide service to (v) - kive
serve, help, assist (v) - 
service (as in type of job) (n) - 
service (as in type of job, more inclusive than division)
          (n) - 
set up, establish (v) - 
set, place (v) - hwiz'
set (complete group of similar items) (n) - jusizh
settlement, colony, base (n) - 
seven (number, pron, adj) - chajedg
several (adj) - 
sew (v) - hrhakch
sex, gender (n) - toowfi
sex, have sex (a strong sexual trigger word) (MKW1 #254)
          (v) - ch'rowl
shaded (adj) - 
shadow (v) - 
shadow, shade (n) - pazpuweejw
shake (v) - ch'oowcizh
shall (aux v pres. sing) - wrir'
shallow (of little depth) (adj) - ragak't
shame (n) - ch'bokz
shame (v) - 
shape, form (n) - masr
sharp, quick-witted (adj) - 
sharp, pointed (adj) - 
sharp, acute, keen, pointy (adj) - prlokchlizhk't
shave (v) - cibl
she (pron) - 
"she-", female (colloq. adj prefix) - 
sheath (n) - tzsukshvughhv
sheen, metallic gleam (adj) - ohr
sheet (thin rectangle of paper/cloth/etc) (n) - kshif
shelf (n) - tzyach'
shell, coat, outer covering (n) - yevr
shield (n) - ch'ef
shields, deflectors (n) - ch'efti
shine (v) - 
shine (radiate light) (v) - kszughh'keekz
shiny (adj) - ohr
shiny, light, bright (adj) - ohr''
ship, battle cruiser (n) - 
ship, starship (n) - gughgbproj
ship, vessel (n) - proj
ship-name (n) - 
       Apex, advanced battlecruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Apogee, advanced battlecruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Blood Drinker, (MKW3 #153, ship's name) - 
       Bold Claw, frigate (SFB CL#15, ship's name) - 
       Bounteous Mother's Teats, corvette tender (MKW2 #140,
          ship's name) - 
       Brush Lurker, corvette (MKW3 #156, ship's name) - 
       Cat's Eye, scout frigate (SFB CL#15, ship's name) - 
       Claw, (MKW8 , ship's name) - 
       Comet, advanced battlecruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Conquest Fang class battlewagon (MKW3 #77) - 
       Continuum, advanced command cruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Cutlass, carrier (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Darkness Song, commando cruiser (SFB CL#15, ship's name) - 
       Dark Star, frigate (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Death Claw, frigate (SFB CL#15, ship's name) - 
       Deathmaker, advanced light cruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Ecliptic, advanced battlecruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Exorcist, advanced light cruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Fighting Star, frigate (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Firemaker, advanced light cruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Havocmaker, advanced light cruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Hegemony, space control ship (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Hollow Tooth, heavy frigate (SFB CL#15, ship's name) - 
       Hunting Prowler, ship class (MKW4 #28) - 
       Hypermass, advanced command cruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Imperial Conqueror, dreadnaught (, ship's name) - 
       Imperial Ripper, dreadnaught class (MKW4 #56) - 
       Long-Lean, carrier destroyer (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Lurker at Waterholes (MKW2 #178, ship's name) - 
       Meteor, advanced battlecruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Mystic, light cruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Nebula, advanced battlecruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Phantasm, upgraded light cruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Phantom, q-ship (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Prowling Hunter, ship classs (MKW4 #26) - 
       Pulsar, advanced battlecruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Quasar, battlecruiser and advancded battlecruiser (SFB CL#11,
          ship's name) - 
       Rampant Slayer (MKW2 #178, ship's name) - 
       Raptor, Ripping Fang class cruiser (MKW1 #186,
          ship's name) - 
       Raptor, ship class (MKW3 #204) - 
       Red Giant, advanced battlecruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Ripper, dreadnought class (MKW3 #151) - 
       Sabre, carrier (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Scimitar, carrier (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Slasher-class, armed scout (MKW2 #185) - 
       Snapping Sherrek, (MKW3 #223 #263, ship's name) - Khrach-Sherrek
       Spectre, light cruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Starburst, escort carrier (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Starfire, advanced battlecruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Sun Defier, asteroid tug (MKW1 #133, ship's name) - Ya-Nar Ksshinn
       Supernova, advanced command cruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Swift Hunter, ship class (MKW3 #196) - 
       Swordbeak, Raptor class (MKW3 #204, ship's name) - 
       Throat Ripper, Ripper class dreadnought (MKW3 #151,
          ship's name) - 
       Titan, heavy carrier (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Traitor's Claw, police vessel (Star Trek Animated Series,
          ship's name) - 
       Typhoon, light carrier (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Unicorn, fast patrol ship tender (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Universe, advanced command cruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
       Vengeance Fang (MKW2 #178, ship's name) - 
       Vengeful Slasher, Prowling Hunter class warship (MKW1 #125,
          ship's name) - Kzarr-Siu
       Vengeful Slasher, light cruiser class (MKW3 #110) - 
       White Dwarf, advanced battlecruiser (SFB, ship's name) - Kzarr-Siu
       Zenith, advanced command cruiser (SFB, ship's name) - 
shirt, undershirt (n) - tzughpf
shoe (n) - tsoowzm
shoot (cause to rapidly go forth) (v) - kshfewtdohr
shop, store, boutique (n) - laheedizhjm
shore, beach (n) - hvcah'sizhhv
shore leave (n) - 
short (of little duration) (adj) - guct
short (of little length) (adj) - tskeeracapr
short, low (of little height) (adj) - ztreets
short sword, kzinti (n) - kreera
shortcut (n) - 
shorts, trunks (pants extending no lower than knees) (n) - chsuts'
shot (n) - 
should, ought to (is/are expected/advised to...)
          (aux v pres) - kovivayy
should, ought to (are/is advised/expected to...)
          (aux verb pres) - kovivayy
shoulder (body part) (n) - ts'leksbot'k
shout, cry out, scream, yell (v) - k'tazcugh
shovel (n) - prmizhchkoowh'
show, display, exhibit (v) - lazsegozl
show (picture), display (v) - 
show, reveal (v) - 
shower, sprinkle (n) - kzowf'
shrink, contract (v) - raov
shrub, bush (n) - bofavizhff
shut in, confine, imprison (v) - 
shut, close (v) - 
shut, closed (adj) - kshsokshboowzt
shuttlecraft (n) - 
sibling (irreg n) - 
sick, ill (adj) - 
sickbay (n) - 
sickbay (n) - 
sickness, disease, illness (n) - soowza
side, flank, lateral area (n) - ch'ofacv
sight (on a weapon, as a gunsight) (n) - 
sight (with a weapon) (v) - 
sign (board with public notice written on it) (n) - ts'vah'
sign (a treaty, a name, etc.) (v) - 
signature (n) - 
signify, matter (v) - 
silence (n) - 
silent (adj) - jewukuwy
silk (n) - hvsach'fah' *
silly, foolish (adj) - 
silly, odd (adj) -
silver (metal) (n) - prum
silvery, silver-colored (adj) - 
similar (adj) - wtmut'kyik't
similar to, like (prep) - ksheeyoowrv
simple, clear, not obstructed, plain (easy to see/understand)
          (adj) - suna
simple, straightforward (adj) - 
simple, easy, not complex (adj) - setf
simultaneous(ly) (adj, adv) - 
sin (n) - 
sin (v) - 
since, for this reason (corr) - 
sincerity (n) - 
sing (v) - pizhpoowzujd
sink (v) - camowoowcp
sir (inf-sup, n) - hrzughkzso
Sirs (as in "Dear Sirs") (n) - hrzughkzsoks*
sister (in the sense of a female born to the same litter
          of kzin) (n) - ts'uwoow
sit (be in a sitting position) (v) - heevabolm
situation (n) - 
six (number, pron, adj) - prlok'thewt
sixth (number) - priok'rgo
size (degree of largeness or smallness) (n) - chozownn
skeleton (body part) (n) - lozughrorf
ski (n) ts'izhm
skill, knack, talent (n) - tzuc
skilled (adj) - 
skilled, accomplished (adj) - 
skillful, ready, adroit (adj) - 
skin (body part) (n) - t'kizhb
skirt, kilt, dress (any torso garment open at bottom)
          (n) - yera
sky (n) - cthanj, hvyots'
sky-blue (adj) - 
slack, loose (contra-taut) (adj) - jecwl
slacks, pants; more formal than  (n) -
slander, insult (colloq); spit (v) - 
slanted, diagonal (adj) - wozu
slash (v) - su
slasher (n) - siu
slave, subject being (n) - cakh
sleep (v) - kshave
slender, slim, thin (adj) - hazmp
slice open, disembowel, gut (v) - 
slide, glide, slip (v) - k'tugw
slightly, a little bit (adj) - 
slim, slender, thin (adj) - hazmp
slingshot (n) - 
slip, slide, glide (v) - k'tugw
slit (n) - 
slit (v) - 
sloped, declined/inclined (not horizontal) (adj) - hizhtaz
sloppy, messy (adj) - 
slowly (with little speed) (adv) - yatitovf
sly (adj) - 
small, tiny (adj) - tzini
small, insignificant (adj) - 
smart (adj) - 
smear (n) - 
smear (v) - 
smell (active), scent (v) - hvraf'

smell, odor, aroma (n) - raoowcwl
smell (fig.), detect (v) - 
smell (passive), stink (v) - 
smile (v) - geeha
smoke (n) - tsap
smooth (adj) - nisng

snake, serpent (reptile) (n) - wtoownoowvj
sneak, sneaky person (n) - 
sneeze (v) - chij
snow (n) - sizhda
snow (v) -
snow, ice, frost, frozen water (n) - sizhda
snug, tight (fitting) (adj) - tizhme
so, in that case, then, thus (adv) - icaad'rg
soap (n) - kzuhkt
soccer, football (n) - prizhzizhjwl*
society (n) - 
sock, hose, stockings (n) - chuv
sodium (n) - t'kiz
soft, malleable, yielding to pressure (adj) - zharokh
soft, faint, quiet (of little sonic intensity) (adj) - ts'pih'wetz
soft (adj) - 
soil, land, earth (n) - lofawurp
soldier, member of the military (n) - 
soldier, warrior, fighter, hunter provider (n) - t'kzintar
conscripted soldier (n) - 
solely, all, exclusively, only (adj / adv) - zizhvj
solid (contra-hollow) (adj) - ztazf
solid (not a gas or liquid) (n) - yazjnn
solution (as in an answer) (n) - 
solution (liquid) (n) - 
some (adj) - 
some, any (adj) - 
some other time (corr) - 
some other way (corr) - 
(for) some other reason (corr) - 
somebody, anybody (pron) - 
someone else (corr) -
something (n) - 
something else (corr) - 
something, anything (n) - 
sometimes (adv) - 
somewhere else (corr) -
son (n) - tozy
song (n) - 
soon, in a little while (in the near future) (adv) - tatkt
soon, imminently (adv) - 
sorcery, magic (n) - prvits'dura
sore (n) - 
sorry (adj) - 
sort, kind, type, variety (of...) (n) - eeyivromeng, derf'
soul, spirit (believed to outlive the body) (n) - tscuts'
sound (audible waves in the air) (n) - ridh
soup, gruel; thin and greasy (n) - jesizhkezf'
sour (adj) - hvizhcy
sour-tasting (adj) - 
source, origin (n) - chzoch'
south (n) - noowjomucb
outer space, emptiness, void (n) - kukamosw
space, room, a place for (n) - 
space, room (n) - 
space station (n) - kukamosw'bizhgizh
sparse, thin, diffuse, dilute, rarefied, tenuous, wispy
          (adj) - tzoyz
speak, talk (v) - tuyc
speaker (on behalf of others) (n) - tuyic
lit "speaker" , representative (n) - tuyc
spear (n) - chugra
special, exceptional (adj) - 
special, particular, specific (adj) - riha
species (n) - kshef
speech, writing; communication of any sort (n) - 
speech, noise; vocalization (adj) - 
speech, monologue (n) - 
speech, talking (n) - tuya
speed, velocity (degree of fastness or slowness) (n) - cumu
sphere (n) - kchoowfy
spice, seasoning (n)  - ksitosj
spike, barb, cleat, thorn (n) - tazi
spill (accidentally emit liquid) (v) - ch'oowd
spin (v) - 
spine, backbone (body part) (n) - yihee
spiral (while falling) (v) - 
spiral, whorl (n) - hvcoowzt
spirit (n) - iforizong, tscuts'
spit; (colloq) slander, insult (v) - proowjo
sponge (skeletal remains of animal; phylum Porifera)
          (n) - lujg
spool, reel (cylinder onto which something is wound)
          (n) - tzuk
spoon, ladle (n) - kscohv
sporadic, intermittent, irregular (adj) - vumoowmost
sports, athletics (games of physical skill) (n) - lughda
spread (begin to cover or cause someting to cover more area) (v) - 
          kchizhlovf
spring (metal helix) (n) - ts'aci
spring (the season) (n) - h'hawtduh'
sprinkle, shower (n) - kzowf'
sprout (young shoot of plant) (n) - kshabuht
spy (n) - 
spy (v) - 
squadron (n) - 
SquadronCaptain (rank in Kzinti Navy) (MKW2 #186) (n) - 
square (adj) - 
square (n) - t'kizhn
squat (v) - kshlah'
station (in space), starbase (n) - 
stab, jab (v) - ch'oml
stable, constant, invariable (adj) - noowpp
stack of things or of a substance, pile, heap (n) - prkihv
stair(s) (n) - t'kicetv
stand (n) - 
stand (v) - sare
standing by, ready (a person) (adj) - 
staple (fastener) (n) - valazkidm
star, celebrity, famous individual (n) - 
star (n) - gughgb
stars (plural n) - gughgti
star base (n) - gughgb'bizhgizh
star system (n) - 
starbase or space station (n) - 
starship with warp capability (n) - gughgbproj
starship, Klingon Bird-Of-Prey class (n) - 
starship, Klingon D7 class heavy cruiser (n) - 
starship, spacegoing vessel (n) - gughgbproj
start on, begin, commence (imp. v) - lidj
startle, surprise (v) - hruzoowms
state, nation (political entity) (n) - livoligg
state, province, prefecture (smaller unit of a political entity
          such as a nation) (n) - k'torang
station, duty station (n) - bizhgizh
station, space station (n) - bizhgizh
statistics, data (numerical (n) - 
status, state, condition (n) - ztsotsmughhr
stay, stop, halt (v) - 
stay, remain, linger, wait (v) - meezs
steal (ritually) (v) - 
steal, rob (v) - kchen
steam (n) - rapakz
steel (n) - kshreehrsizhwt
steel-colored (adj) - 
step (n) - 
step (v) - 
"sthondat-eater" (MKW2 #292)(expletive) - 
"sthondat-licker" (MKW3 #278)(expletive) - 
stick, bat, racket/racquet (ball hitting tool) (n) - tszuh'*
stick, pole (long bar) (n) -kspuprgat'k
sticky (adj) - 
stiff, rigid (adj) - hvam
still, even so, nevertheless (conj) - 
still, yet (even until the time mentioned) (adv) - kzuhoow
sting (v) - 
sting, stinger (n) - 
stink (n) - 
stink (v) - 
stir, agitate (v) - t'kmoowchjohr
stock, investment (n) - 
stomach (courage) (n) - h'asocnn
stomach (body part) (n) -h'asocn
stone (material or surface) (n) - 
stone, rock, pebble (n) - tzuzs
stoop (v) - 
stop (v) - 
stop, cease, switch off, finish, quit, terminate (v) -tauurre'
stop doing, terminate, cease, quit () - tauurre'
stop, enough (v, adv) - 
stopper, plug, seal (n) - sujf'
store, cache, reserve, reservoir (n) - ksav
store, shop, boutique (n) - laheedizhjm
storm, thunderstorm (n) - kzughnu
story, report (n) - hvoowk
straight (not bent) (adj) - serugh
straightforward, simple (adj) - 
strained, taut, tense, tight (adj) - sutaz
strange, weird, unusual, peculiar (adj) - purt'ss
stranger or alien (derog. n) - 
strap (n) - beewo
strategy (n) - 
street, road (n) - h'ap
strength (ability to exert physical power) (n) - nulazfaknn
strength (n) - 
strength, force, power (n) - 
stress, accentuate, emphasize (v) - tsughko
stretch, extend (v) - womi
string (thick thread or thin rope) (n) - kili
strike, hit (v) - kchap
strike (work stoppage as protest) (n) - ch'oowh*
strike, impact (n) - 
strike, impact (v) - 
strip, belt, narrow region (n) - 
strive, compete, vie (v) - k'tazgoowjy
stroke, jolt, blow of force (n) - kzodoowkf'
stroke, pet (v) - 
stone, rock (n) - tzuzs
stripe (n) - kshwuchzutz
strong (in this sense), durable, resilient, robust (adj) - dawizoowyc
structure, building; anything large constructed by people
          (n) - 
stubborn (adj) - 
study (v) - ts'unughss
stuff (v) -
stupid (adj) - kshuyaz
stylus (n) - ch'oowmk
subdue (v) - elekhowez'
subject, topic of discussion (n) - tzalufd
sublight (adj) - 
sublight speed (n) - 
submission, surrender (n) - pruz
substance, essence (n) - 
substance, matter, material (n) - cotoow
substitute, alternate, proxy (n) - 
substitute, surrogate (temporary replacement) (n) - kzici
substitute, supplant (v) - 
substitute, exchange (v) - 
subtract, delete, remove, take away (v) - hvehi
subway, travel-tubes (n) - 
succeed, function, work (v) - kzezicl
success (n) - 
successor, heir (not necessarily a relative) (n) - 
suck (v) - rabeksyatz
"suckling" (insult to a lazy Kzin) (MKW2 #277) (n) - 
sudden, abrupt, swift (adj) - ch'ukj
suddenly (adv) -
suffer (v) - 
suffering (n) - 
sufficient, barely adequate, "that's just enough" (phrase) -
sufficient, enough (adj) - 
sufficient, plenty, more than enough (adj) - 
sufficiently, enough (adv) - hruf
suffix (n) - 
sugar (n) - ksughzoownh*
suggest, propose, recommend (v) - poowtucopb
suggestion, recommendation (n) - 
suicide (n) - 
suicide, commit suicide (v) - 
suitable, appropriate, fit(ting), proper (adj) - chib
sulfur (n) - k'tovng
sum, aggregate, total (n) - kazu
summer season (n) - kacd
summit, peak, top (n) - kzicogf'
summon, call forth (v) - sughwazkums
sun (any local star) (n) - ksshinn
sun of Homeworld, lit."homesun", fig. 61 Ursae Majoris 
         (n) - Ksshinn
superior (n) - 
superior, better (adj) - 
superior, highest (adj) - 
supplant, substitute (v) - 
supply, furnish, provide (v) - tzuv
supply (large), abundance (n) - 
support (military term) (n) - 
support (n) - 
support, bear (a burden (v) - hvdewt
suppose, presume (v) - wolimism
sure, certain (adj) - tusr
surface (n) - zafizhpughmd
surgery (n) - 
surprise (n) - 
surprise, startle (v) - hruzoowms
surprising, unexpected (adj) - 
surrender, submission (n) - pruz
surrender (v) - 
surrenders, gives up; raises up (v) - grrreksees'oz
surrogate, substitue (temporary replacement) (n) - kzici
surround (v) - 
surroundings, encirclement, environment, context (n) - kshiy
suspect (n) - 
suspect (v) - 
suspend, dangle, hang (v) - kchvizhts'
suspend action temporarily, hesitate, pause (v) - k'teht'ss
suspicious (adj) - 
swallow (v) - kchwuch'gazt
swamp, marsh, wetlands (n) - dini
swap, exchange, trade (v) - zizhwkt
swarm (n) - 
swear, vow (n) - 
swear, vow (v) - 
sweat, perspiration (n) - h'lohr*
sweep (v) - hvofi
sweet (adj) - ksujavg
sweet-tasting (adj) - a'urgaarg
swelling, inflation (n) - jebw
swift, fleet (adj) - 
swift, graceful, lithe (adj) - 
swift, sudden (adj) - 
swiftly (with much speed), quickly, rapidly (adv) - kzizhnizhkt'ss
swim (v) - heeba
switch (n) - 
switch (v) - 
switch off, finish, cease, stop (v) - 
sword (n) - kzazn
sword, saw-edged Kzinti short sword (n) - kreera
swordsperson (n) - 
syllable (n) - jiwimemt'ss
symbol, sign, token (n) - hoowvu
symbols, signs, tokens (plural n) - hoowvti
syringe (n) - t'kiyf'
system (n) - kzoy
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table (piece of furniture with a flat top) (n) - chiynn
tact, diplomacy (n) - 
tactical (adj) - 
tactical display (n) - 
tactical officer (n) - 
tactics (n) - 
tail (body part) (n) - cizhgacigwl
take care of, care for/about (v) - 
take (away), remove, delete, subtract (v) - hvehi
take, capture, seize, get, grab, have (v) - jizhsee, ts'oowfi
take turns, alternate (v) - ts'izhcoowjt
take advantage of, use, make do with (v) - 
talent, gift, knack, skill (n) -tzuc
talk, speak (v) - tuyc
talk about, discuss (v) - hvewa
talking, speech (n) - 
tall (of much height), high (adj) - pohewopb
talon (of a bird) (n) - 
tape, band, flat strip (n) - wtdaks
tapered (becoming narrower at one end) (adj) - kzughbs
tar (dark viscous liquid obtained by destructive distillation) 
         (n) - tzof
tardy, late (adj / adv) - ch'oyuyb
target (n) - 
target (v) - 
tarry, delay, postpone, retard (v) - suyd
task, assignment, chore, job (n) - kshnuh'
taste, flavor (n) - h'ughl
taste (perceive the flavor of) (v) - ch'izhcoowfb
taut, strained, tense, tight (adj) - sutaz
tavern, bar, pub (n) - ksput'k
tawny, orange (having a hue between red and yellow) (adj) - teevo
tax (v) - 
tax, fine (n) - futi
tax, fine (v) - 
tax, tithe, toll (n) - 
teach, instruct (v) - ztkaksh
teacher (n) - 
teachings (n) - 
team, crew, squad (n) - numizhsoowbp
tear, rip (v) - reebu
tear, teardrops (n) - hvlizhts
technician (n) - 
technique, manner, method, way (of doing) (n) - ztimo
technology (n) - razhf
tedious, boring (adj) - raughnf
telephone (n) - hvoyg
telescope (n) - chah
television set (n) - kshomnn
tell (as a story) (v) - 
tell, express (in words), inform, say (v) - raoowh
tell (one from another), differentiate, distinguish 
          (v) - comazzofk
telling, saying, expressing (v.t.) - raoowh
temperament, blood (fig.), ancestry (n) - 
temperature (relative amount of heat present) (n) - raal
temperature unit  (n) - 
temple (structure), church, place of worship (n) - ch'vizhprkohv
temporary, transient (adj) - kchajnn
temporary shelter, bivouac, camp (n) - kchewuzk
tempt (v) - hvayody
ten (adj) - there is no term for ten in the Kzinti language,
     since their count is based on eight, not ten. Ten would be
     "eight and two" - T'Keet yahughnost'ss Ch'heprgehv
tend, watch, guard (v) - 
tendency, inclination, propensity (n) - kass
tennis (n) - wtecwl*
tense, strained, taut, tight (adj) - sutaz
tenuous, diffuse, dilute, rarefied, sparse, wispy (adj) - tzoyz
terminate, cease, quit, stop doing (v) - tauurre'
territory (n) - 
test, check (v) - tslizt
testicle (body part) (n) - ch'duch
testicles (body part) (n) - ch'duchti
than, compared to (conj / prep) - ch'oown
thank (express gratitude toward) (v) - kshcitsjughkz
thankful, grateful (adj) - ch'upt'ss
thank you (sup-inf phrase) - 
thank you (inf-sup phrase) - 
thank you very much (sup.-inf., courteous phrase) - 
thank you (v) - 
that I (adv) - k'tze
that (e.g. "I know that you are right") (conj) - prbeets'
that (corr) - 
that (pron / adj) - arow
that one (corr) - 
that over there; that one over there (pron) - ksu's
that way (corr) -
"that's just enough", barely sufficient (phrase) - 
at that time (corr / conj) - prbeets'
the (art) - zhu
theater (n) - zomizh
their (f pron) - 
their (m pron) - 
their (nt pron) - 'koz'tsaa
them (f pron) - 
them (m pron) - 
them (nt pron) - praakz
then (conj, adv) - aj
then, in that case, thus, so (adv) - 
theory (n) - ksoyikkt
there (at/to that place) (corr) - wazjf'
there (statement of satisfaction or completion) (int) - wazf'
they (f pron) - 
they (m pron) - 
they (nt pron) - 
thick, fat (large from one surface to the opposite surface)
          (adj) - t'koyiswl
thick, dense (of much density), concentrated, intense (adj) - k'tids
thick (of high viscosity), viscous (adj) - pizhsee
thickness (of an object, etc.) (n) - hvoowyu
thief (n) - 
thin (of little viscosity), runny (adj) - h'ulilf
thin, slender, slim (small from one surface to the opposite surface)
          (adj) - hazmp
thin, sparse (adj) - 
thing (informal n) - 
thing(s) (n) - prranj, zrrubes'
   anything (corr) - 
   something else (corr) - 
think (v) - hrung (singular) hrunge
think only about, concentrate on, focus on (v) - 
third (n) - ngeek'
Third Quadrant (containing the Borg Collective, Kazon, Okampans,
          Talaxians, Krenim, Voth, the Nekrid expanse)
          (Delta Quadrant) (proper name) - Ngeek'-
thirsty (adj) - 
this (pron / corr) - he'rrearow
this (intangible event or situation)(pron / adj) - serro
this is (ind. n. prefix/infix) -
this one (corr) - sero
this way (corr) - 
thorn, barb, cleat, spike (n) - tazi
thousand (number / adj) - t'kizhr
thread, filament (n) - ch'azcnn
threaten (v) - 
three (number / adj) - ztgekzbaksh
thrifty, frugal (adj) - zutizhbovc
throat (n) - chnots
through (prep / post w/ nom) - dosu
throw, toss (v) - prevj
throw away (v) - 
thrust (n) - 
thrust (v) - 
thrusters (n) - 
thrusters, attitude-control thrusters (n) - 
thumb (n) - h'edi
thunder (n) - kzgaztsnets
thus, in that case, then, so (adv) - 
thus, so, then, in that case (adv) - 
ticket, coupon (n) - dukeegizkt*
tickle (v) - 
tide (n) - tsvoowts
tie, bind (v) - hughpz
tight, strained, taut, tense (adj) - sutaz
tight (fitting), snug (just large enough to contain something) (adj) 
          - tizhme
tighten (v) - 
tidings, news (n) - dughvee
time (the continuum/dimension of past-present-future) (n) - h'een
time(s) (do it 2 times), instance, iteration, occasion (n) - chizhs
time unit (n) - 
time, keep time (as a clock) (v) - 
anytime (corr) -
(at) that time (corr) - 
some other time (corr) - 
timely, on time, prompt (adj / adv) - puveesughmg
tin (metal) (n) - hrokoowgc
very tiny, miniscule (adj) - tzohe
tiny, small (adj) - tzini
tired, weary (adj) - ch'vikch
tithe, tax, toll (n) - 
to (prep) - shrregenj, sonjoce, uhroz'iz'
to, for, towards, at (moving toward) (prep / adv) - t'
to, until, as far as (prep) - 
to the rear of, behind, in back of (prep) - chost
to, with a specified thing or person recieving the action 
          ('give the sword to me') - 
to be (intransitive predicative copula) / emphasis on previous verb
          (v / adv) - tai
today (n) -  prizhyaz (common); prizyazd (formal)
today (adv) - prizhyaz
toe (n) - cughfeesughct'ss
together (adj / adv) - wtcuts
toil, work (v) - 
toil, effort, labor, work (n) - rughpalihy
toilet, washroom, water closet (n) - tolughmopnn
token, sign, symbol (n) - hoowvu
tolerate (v) - 
toll, tax, tithe (n) - 
tomorrow (n) -  kzaz (common);  kzazd (formal)
tomorrow (adv) - kzazzd
tone, pitch (frequency of sound waves) (n) - laznu

tongs (n) - doba
tongue (n) - lutee
too, additionally, also (adv) - siwj
too little, insufficiently (adv) - h'uf
too much, excessively, overly (adv) - wazhejughfb
tool, implement, utensil (n) - maarra
tooth (of an herbivore/omnivore) (n) - 
tooth (of a carnivore), fang (n) - kzed
toothache (n) - 
top, peak, summit (n) - kzicogf'
topic (of discussion), subject (n) - tzalufd
tornado, cyclone (n) - kchojijd
torpedo (n) - 
torpedo (photon) (n) - 
torpedo tube (n) - 
torso, trunk (of body) (n) - 
torture, torment (n) - hrotuyt'ss
torus, ring (n) - fisi
total, aggregate, sum (n) - kazu
touch (v) - kughrb
tough (adj) -
towards, for, to (prep / adv) - t'
towel (n) - buje 
tower (n) - kchrehr
toxic (adj) - 
toxin, poison (n) - lagu
toy, plaything (n) - pruj
trade (n) - 
trade, exchange, swap (v) - zizhwkt
tradition (n) - 
trail (n) - 
train (on railroad) (n) - rils*
train, practice, prepare (v) - 
trait, attribute, characteristic, quality (n) - chbuh'
traitor (n) - 
tranquility, peace (n) - 
transact (v) - 
transaction (n) - 
transceiving device (for data) (n) - 
transfer (n) - 
transfer (v) - 
transfer (v) - 
transient, temporary (adj) - kchajnn
translate (v) - 
translation (n) - grrreksees'oz
translator (n) - 
translocate, place, put (v) - hveci
transmission (n) - 
transmission of data (n) - 
transmit, dispatch, send (v) - k'tozoow
transport, translocate, place, put (v) - hveci
transport beam (n) - 
transportation (n) - 
transporter (n) - 
transporter, carrier, vehicle (n) - sutw
transporter room (n) - 
trap (n) - nanucuhn
trash material, rubbish, garbage (also an insult) (n) - kshoh
travel (v) - 
travelers (n) - 
"travel-tubes", public ground transportation (n) - 
tray (shallow rectangular dish) (n) - zuwo
treason (n) - (n) - 
tree, specifically a phylum of tree-analogues native to the 
          Homeworld (n) - 
tree (n) - boowmeevocw
tremor (n) - 
trend, fad, fashion, vogue (n) - zawu
trial (in court) (n) - kchnuzt
triangle (n) - ts'eedatnn
triangular (n) - 
tribble (n) - 
trick, chicanery (n) - mimt
trick (v) - 
tricorder (n) - 
trifling, trivial, unimportant (adj) -
Trill (adj, n) - 
trillion (number) - kchceksnoowch'
trim (fur), cut (v) - 
trim, prune (cut off ragged edges) (v) - wtegee
trip, misstep (n) - 
trip, misstep (v) - 
trip, journey, voyage (n) - soowmejiwm
triumph, victory (n) - 
trivial, unimportant (adj) - 
troops (n) - 
trouble, difficulty (n) - ksgoowt'k
troublesome, difficult (adj) - 
trousers, pants; less formal than  (n) - tzziprbuk't
truce (n) - 
truck, lorry (motor vehicle for cargo-carrying) (n) - ch'eere
true, factual (adj) - tsughmeny
truename, name (n) - 
true one (n) - 
truly, indeed (adv) - 
truly, indeed (int) - 
trunk (of body), torso (n) - 
trunk (storage object) (n) - 
trunks (pants extending no lower than knees), shorts (n) - chsuts'
trust (n) - 
trust (v) - prey
trust in, believe in, depend on, rely on (v) - hatz
trustworthy, reliable (proper name, adj) - 
truth (n) - 
truth, concealed truth (n) - 
try, attempt, endeavor (v) - kshac
tube (n) - 
tunic, sleeved and pullover (n) - 
tunic, sleeved and side-fastening (n) - 
tunic, sleeveless and front-fastening (n) - 
tunnel (n) - 
turbolift (n) - 
turn, divert (send in a different direction) (v) - prubevg
turn, revolve, rotate (v) - veefy
turn, revolution (n) - 
twilight (n) - 
two (pron, adj) - ch'heprgehv
type, kind, sort, variety (of..) (n) - eeyivromeng, derf'
tyrant, dictator (n) - kasifiyh*
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ugly (adj) - raeki
umbrella (n) - nughfs*
umpire, official, referee (n) - prok
unblemished, excellent, irreproachable (adj) - 
unadulterated, pure, uncontaminated (adj) - kshazwo
unconditional (adj) - 
unconscious (adj) - 
uncontaminated, pure, unadulterated (adj) - kshazwo
under, below, beneath (prep w/ dat) - titu
under command of, lead by (prep prefix) -
underground (n) - 
understand, comprehend (v) - tzughyi
do you understand? (sup-inf v) - 
understanding, intelligence (n) - 
understood (inf-sup v) - 
undertaking, project, venture (n) - rapuztwizt
underworld, hell (n) - 
undisputed datum, fact (n) - ksatotkt
undress (v) - 
uneasy (adj) - 
uneven, odd, mismatched (adj) - 
unexpected, surprising (adj) - 
unexpected (event), accident (n) - tzotp
unfaithful (adj) - 
unforseeable, dark, hidden, unknown (adj) - 
unfortunately (adv) - ow'ks''u
unhappy, melancholy, sad (adj) - t'kjizhztcira
unheard of, obscure (adj) - hvlizhprnoks
uniform (n) - ksutagm
unimportant, trifling, trivial (adj) - 
uninhabited, black (as death), deserted, empty, lifeless 
          (adj) - 'z'asr
unintentional (event), accident (n) - tzotp
uninteresting (adj) - 
unique, new, distinct (adj) - 
unit of measure for pressure (n) - 
unit used to measure temperature  (n) - 
unite (v) - hrtazt
universe, cosmos (n) - makoow
university (n) - hvughl
unkempt, bedraggled (adj) - 
unknown, dark, hidden, unforseeable (adj) - 
unprocessed, raw (adj) - 
unsatisfactory, bad (adj) - 
unskilled, incompetent, unable to perform adequately (not an insult)
           (adj) - 
untamed, feral, wild (adj) - wtroowprcik't
until, to, as far as (prep) - 
until, up to (post w/ gen) - 
until, up to and including (post w/ nom) - 
untrue, false (adj) - dimj
unusual, peculiar, strange, weird (adj) - purt'ss
up (adv) - sozu
upon (post w/ dat) - izh', prruk
upside down, inverted (adj) - ch'rechgipr
urgent (adj) - 
urine (n) - wtanaz
us (prep / pron) - shrri'
use for its intended purpose, utilize (v) - hvizhti
use up, expend, exhaust, deplete, consume (v) - kshil
use, take advantage of, make do with (v) - 
use, employ, exert (v) - 
useful, functional (adj) - 
usual, normal, ordinary (adj) - fizhtipanl
Usurper (SFB) (n) - 
utilize, use (for its intended purpose) (adj) - hvizhti


V

vacate (v) - 
vacation (n) - 
vacuum (n) - neepng
vagina (n) - tsapoff
Valhala, celestial realm, Heaven, etc. (n) - wtdah' *
valley (n) - kshoroowhc
valuable (adj) - 
value (non-monetary), worth (n) - rarehr
valve (flow controller) (n)  - hruzo
vanish (v) - 
vapor, mist (n) - dohwl
variety (of..), kind, sort, type (n) - eeyivromeng, derf'
various (adj) - 
vary, change (become/make different) (v) - pricj
"Vatach hunter(s)" (MKW2 #186) (insult) - 
vegetable (n) - 
vegetation (n) - 
vehicle, carrier, transporter (n) - sutw
veil (n) - rughtoowkizhpz*
vein, blood vessel (n) - kaky
velocity (degree of fastness or slowness), speed (n) - cumu
vengeance, getting even, retribution, revenge (n) - kzaii
vengeful (adv) - kzarr
venom, natural poison (n) - 
venerate, esteem, respect (v) - nubezecj
vent (n) - 
vent (v) - 
venture, project, undertaking (n) - rapuztwizt
verb (n) - ts'izhrowf
verify (v) - h'izhng
vertical (adj) - hobs
very large, enormous, gigantic, huge (adj) - kchee
very much, completely, fully (to a large degree; with great intensity)
           (adv) - mitedojwl
vessel, ship (n) - proj
via, by means of, per, with (prep) - guse
vibes, feeling (n) - 
vicinity, premises, area (n) -
vicious (adj) - 
victory, triumph (n) - 
victory, winning (n) - 
vie, compete, strive (v) - k'tazgoowjy
view, look; viewer, screen (slang) (n,v, prefix) -
viewing screen (n) - 
vigilant, perserverant (adj) - 
vigilant, watchful (adj) - 
village (n) - hrez
vinegar (n) - renr*
violent, harsh (adj) - chtikshfuh'
virus (n) - hvjiksh
viscera, gut(s), intestines (n) - piyo
viscous, thick (of high viscosity) (adj) - pizhsee
vision (spiritual sight), revelation (n) - hrizhk
visit (n) - 
visit (v) - rizhzwl
visual (adj) - 
visual display (n) - 
vocabulary (sum of words available to a person) (n) - mozugh
vocalization; speech, noise (adj) - 
vogue, fad, fashion, trend (n) - zawu
voice (n) - kchovupc
void, emptiness, outer space (n) - kukamosw
volcano (n) - ts'enr
voluntary association (with a common interest), club, society
          (n) - yeebitizhtnn
volunteer (n) - wtoowtidc
volunteer (v) - 
vomit, puke (v) - tzoowfee
vote (v) - raughru*
vow, swear (n) - 
vow, swear (v) - 
vowel (n) - kzuvoowfy
voyage, journey, trek, trip (n) - soowmejiwm
Vulcan (person) (n) - 
Vulcan (planet) (n) - 
vulgar (adj) - 


W

wagon, carriage, cart (wheeled vehicle; not self-propelled)
           (n) - kshukughpy*
waist (body part) (n) - raizhronf'
wait (for), await (v) - yohi
wait, remain, stay (v) - 
wake up (v) - 
walk (v) - bomusoowrr
walk, move slowly (v) - 
wall (n) - doowkg
wander, drift (v) - dazvo
want, need, require (v) - chojj
want, prefer (v) - 
want, desire, fancy, prefer, wish (v / n) - keeheelabp
war, battle, combat (n) - k'tjekz
war, great war (n) - 
wares, goods, merchandise (n) - raag
warm, friendly (adj) - 
warm, slightly hot (adj) - sufo
warmth, heat (n) - noowdugh
warn, alert (v) - yizhgizh
warning (n) - 
warp drive (n) - 
"warren-dweller(s)" (MKW2 #186) (insult) - 
warrior (arch. n) - 
warrior, fighter, hunter, provider, soldier (n) - t'kzintar
warship, carrier (e.g. aircraft carrier) (n) - 
was (v) - egr'thotha
wash (v) - picenirz
washroom, toilet, water closet (n) - tolughmopnn
waste, misuse (v) - t'kekizh
watch (v) - 
watch, observe (v) - 
watch, tend, guard, monitor (v) - tsekecd
watchful, vigilant (adj) - 
water (n) - kshbihr
waters (plural n) - kshbihrti
water, potable (n) - 
water closet, toilet, washroom (n) - tolughmopnn
wave (n) - h'eturmwl
wave, flap, flutter (v) - 
wax (n) - lejf '
way (of doing), manner, method, technique (n) - ztimo
way, road, path (n) - 
any way (corr) - 
some other way (corr) - 
that way (corr) - 
this way (corr) - 
we (pron) - 
weak (adj) - 
wealth, money, assets (n) - fo
wealthy, rich (adj) - raizhk
weapon (bladed) (n) - 
weapon (blunt) (n) - 
weapon (projectile) (n) - 
weapon (anything used as a weapon) (n) - raecn
weapon (something specifially designed for that purpose)
           (n) - 
weapon (nonlethal) (n) - 
weapons, arms (small) (n) - 
weaponsmaster (n) - 
wear (v) - 
weary, tired (adj) - ch'vikch
weather (n) - geeya
weave (v) - ch'ezng
web, net, mesh (also computer network) (n) - 
wedge (n) - k'tupl
wedge (v) - 
week, eightday (n) - kchezu
week (a Kzinti week is 8 days) (n) - kchezu
weep, cry (v) - prdohrfoowkz
weight (degree of heaviness or lightness)(n) - gotaz
weird, peculiar, strange, unusual (adj) - purt'ss
fig."be welcome" (int) - 
well, correct, satisfactory (inf.-sup., sup.-inf., resp.; adj, adv)
           - 
well, so (excl) - 
well-being, health (n) - 
were (v) - aagri'oyi, aasrovujaz'
west (n) - tzluts'
wet (adj) - wtiba
wetlands, swamp, marsh (n) - 
what (corr) - 
what (MKW2 #277)(pron) - hrrwweo
what else? (phrase) - 
         lit "What rank?", "Who are you (to be asking/doing this)?" 
         (phrase) - 
         for whatever reason (corr) - 
whatever (corr) - 
wheel (n) - prluchzeh'
when (corr) when? (at what time?) (adv) - totekupf'
whenever (corr) - 
where (corr) where? (adv) - ch'mazh'teewt
wherever (corr) - 
    anywhere (corr) - 
    somewhere else (corr) - 
which, who (corr) - zrrisreeviz
whichever, any (of a group), any one (pron) - 
while, between; interval (adv) - wrir'
whim, caprice (n) - ksyughk'tzehv
whisker(s) (n) - hurizhsusc
Whiskers (Kzinti Intelligence Service) (SFB CL#15)
           (n) - Hurizhsus
whistle (v) - prlazwt
white, colorless (adj) - 
white (color) (adj) - h'zeeztbughh'
white (light), all colors (adj) - h'zeeztbughh'
White Elephants (Kzinti 23rd Fighter Conveyor Fast Patrol Ship 
          division) (SFB) (proper name) - 
who are you? lit. "What rank?" (phrase) - 
who, which (corr) - 
whoever (corr) - 
whole, all, complete, entirety (adj / n) - kzoowtaz
whorl, spiral (n) - hvcoowzt
whose (poss. pron) - jaanjaa
why? (for what reason?) (adv) - zofr
why (conj) - 
why (corr) - 
wide, broad (of space between objects) (adj) - yeeka
width (degree of wideness or narrowness) (n) - chughkeent'ss
wife (n) - wtul*
wild, feral, game, untamed (adj) -wtroowprcik't
wilderness, forest, wood (n) - chnoch
will, choice, desire (n) - 
willingly receive, accept (v) - jebm
wind (v) - zeezc
wind, breeze (n) - tzez
window, porthole (n) - h'uvo
wine, the fruit used to make wine (n) - love*
wing (as a line, group, or branch) (n) - 
wing (of a bird) (n) - ch'eezo
winged (adj) - yi
winning, victory (n) - t'kuyugh
winter season (n) - tsyizhch'
wire (long thread-like piece of metal) (n) - tseju
wireless set, radio apparatus (n) - rajehokkt
wise (adj) - duje
wish, want, desire, fancy (n / v) - keeheelabp
wish evil upon, curse, damn (v) - ts'emf
wish good upon, bless (v) - rareeks
wispy, diffuse, dilute, rarefied, sparse, tenuous (adj) - tzoyz
with (accompanied by) (prep) - preede
with, within, in the likeness of (prep) - epo'aakhe
with, by means of, per, via (using; through instrumentality of)
           (prep) - guse
without, with no..., lacking (prep) - cazloowjobw, ksuwraa
wolverine-like animal(s) (n) - 
woman (adult female Kzin) (MKW  #) (n) - kzinrret
wonderful, great (adj) - 
wood (n) - cugm
wood, forest, wilderness (n) - chnoch
woods, forest (n) - 
wool (n) - fughcefutf*
word (as in a compilation of letters) (n) - ksjarabeekz
word (as in a promise) (n) - 
my word, my command (n) - 
"word-claws" (a Kzin term for an insult) (MKW3 #75) (n) - 
work, function, succeed (v) - 
work, effort, labor, toil (v) - rughpalihy
worker (n) - raozc
world, planet (n) - neerughyughcy
worm (n) - jazji
worried, nervous, apprehensive (adj) - 
worry, anxiety (n) - ts'oowv
worsen (v) - letigopkt
worship (v) - t'kukt
worship (n) - 
worship (place of worship), church (n) - ch'vizhprkohv
worth (non-monetary), value (n) - rarehr
worth-in-cash (n) - 
worthless (adj) - 
worthy, worth-in-cash (proper name) - 
wound (n) - ztuti
wounded (adj) - 
wrap (v) - foowrizhzofc
wrench (British: spanner) (n) - hrhut'k
wrestle (v) - ranf'
wretched, poor, impoverished (adj) - tzotazdn
wrinkle, crease (n) - tzgukchnahr
wrist (body part)(n) - tzik
write (physical act of) (v) - ch'johr'
write, compose (v) - ch'johr
writing (n) - ch'joh
writing, speech; communication of any sort (n) - 
wrong, incorrect (adj) - jinehacs
WYN (star cluster) (SFB) (proper n) - Wyn


Y

yawn (n) - waf'
yawn (v) - wafc
yeah?, indeed, is that so, oh yeah? (int) - 
year, years (n) - lughciveks, lughcivekti
year (arch. n) - 
yellow (adj) - hvudenk
yellow, bright (adj) - hrfakshzats'hvudenk
yellow, dull (adj) - tzumizhv'hvudenk
yellowish-green (adj) - hvudenksughbm
yes (general acknowledgement) (int) - 
yes, "oh yes!" (int) - 
yes, of course, certainly (int) - 
yesterday (n) - kzkughtsdikz
yet, still (adv) - kzuhoow
yield, give, bestow (v) - uhuk
yields, gives, bestows (v.t.) - hrreegriwarg
yielding, giving, bestowing () - fihnn
yielding, malleable, soft (adj) - zharokh
yirr; to snarl, yell, growl (as a dog) (v.i.; v.t.) - ztsik'tnetz
you (pron) - irgeeth
you (sing nom pron) - 
you (pl dat pron) - 
you (pl nom pron) - 
you (formal pron, sup-inf) - 
you (sing dat pron) - 
you are (pron) - 
do you understand? (phrase, sup.-inf.) - 
"You have leapt well" (MKW2 #179)(phrase, sup.-inf.) - 
"You have the bridge" (phrase, sup.-inf.) - 
"you'll do"  (phrase) - 

young, new, novel, recent (adj) - ztuw
young, youthful (adj) - tzizhraby
your  (formal pron, inf-sup) - 
your (pl) - 
your (sing) - zhlaaan


Z

zeal, enthusiasm (n) - pafk
zero (number) - tzuhizhbs
zesty, perky, refreshed (adj) - zemu
zone (n) - tsfoowtzpoowh'
Zursk (star system near Kzinti-Klingon border) (SFB) 
          (proper name) - Zursk


Note on Sources:
The source for each word is indicated in parenthesis after the word, as follows:
(R #) - Ringworld, found on indicated page
(RE #) - Ringworld Engineers, found on indicated page
(RT #) - Ringworld Throne, found on indicated page
(R) - dervied from Ringworld series
(MKW1 #) - Man-Kzin Wars, found on indicated page
(MKW2 #) - Man-Kzin Wars 2, found on indicated page
(MKW3 #) - Man-Kzin Wars 3, found on indicated page
(MKW4 #) - Man-Kzin Wars 4, found on indicated page
(MKW5 #) - Man-Kzin Wars 5, found on indicated page
(MKW6 #) - Man-Kzin Wars 6, found on indicated page
(MKW7 #) - Man-Kzin Wars 7, found on indicated page
(MKW) - derived from Man-Kzin Wars series
(PD)  - Prime Directive role-playing game
(SFB) - Star Fleet Battles board game
(CL) - Captain's Log - magazine of SFB
(N) - Nexus - magazine of SFB
(I) - other


